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Vision 

 To facilitate our students to be successful in their career 

 To facilitate our students to be valuable to the society 

 To facilitate our students to adapt to technological changes  

 To facilitate our students to be good 

 

Mission 

 To impart practical example based teaching 

 To develop Engineering and Communication skills  

 To impart the importance of life long learning  

 To develop positive attitude 

 

 

 

 

Vision 

 To facilitate our students to be successful Mechanical Engineer 

 To facilitate our students to develop innovative projects 

 To facilitate our students to be versatile  

 To facilitate our students to be admirable 

 

Mission 

 To educate Engineering concepts by simple examples 

 To educate to know the current social requirements  

 To educate the importance of participation  

 To educate ethics and moral values  

 

Indra Ganesan College of Engineering 

Department of Mechanical Engineering 
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Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering curriculum is designed to impart knowledge, skill and attitude on the 

graduates to: 

1. Career: Have a successful career in Mechanical Engineering and allied industries.  

2. Expertise: Have an expertise in the areas of Design, Thermal, Materials and Manufacturing.  

3. Research: Contribute towards technological developments through academic research and industrial 

practices.  

4. Skills: Practice their profession with good communication, leadership, ethics and social responsibility.  

5. Life-long Learning: Graduates will adapt to evolving technologies through life long learning. 

 

 

1. Knowledge: An ability to apply the knowledge of Mathematics and Engineering Sciences to develop 

mathematical models for industrial problems.  

2. Competence: An ability to identify, formulate and solve complex Engineering problems with high 

degree of competence. 

3. Interpretation: An ability to design and conduct experiments, as well as to analyze and interpret data 

obtained through those experiments.  

4. Public Beneficiary: An ability to designs mechanical systems, components or a process to meet 

desired needs within the realistic constraints such as environmental, social, political and economic 

sustainability.  

5. Modern tool usage: An ability to use modern tools, software and equipment to analyse 

multidisciplinary problems.  

6. Responsibilities: An ability to demonstrate on professional and ethical responsibilities.  

7. Scientific Community: An ability to communicate, write reports and express research findings in a a 

scientific community.  

8. Adaption: An ability to adapt quickly to the global changes and contemporary practices.  

9. Life-long learning: An ability to engage in life-long learning.  
 

                  

 

Programme Outcomes (POs) 

Programme Educational Objectives (PEOs) 



Department of Science and Humanities
Even Semester 2019 - 2020

I Year / II Sem -  Civil & Mech                                                                                                             CC:Ms.Kalaivani T, AP/Mat

DAY
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

09.15-10.05 10.05-10.55 11.10-12.00 12.00-12.45 01.20-02.10 02.10-03.00 03.10.04.00 04.00-05.00

MON Mat EM BEEE/ BEIE Phy/ MS EM EVS Eng Phy/MS

TUE Eng EVS Mat EM EVS Mat Eng EM

WED BEEE/ BEIE Mat EVS Eng EM EM Phy/ MS Eng

THU EM Mat BEEE/ BEIE EP Lab Mat

FRI Phy/ MS BEEE/ BEIE Phy/ MS CAD / BEEIE Lab BEEE/ BEIE

SAT EVS

COURSE NAME ERP ID STAFF IN-CHARGE

HS8251 Technical English  4/60 IGCE0349 Mrs. Nusrath Sulthana S/AP/Eng

MA8251 Engineering Mathematics - II  4/60 IGCE0334 Ms. Kalaivani T/AP/Maths

 3/45

 3/45

GE8291 Environmental Science and Engineering  3/45 New Staff New Staff (Chem)

GE8292 Engineering Mechanics  4/75 New Staff New Staff (Mech)

GE8261 Engineering Practices Laboratory  2/60

 2/60

HOD/ H&S PRINCIPAL

B
R
E
A
K

L
U
N
C
H

B
R
E
A
K

SUBJECT 
CODE

CREDITS/ 
HOURS

PH8201/
PH8251 

 Physics For Civil Engineering / 
Materials Science

IGCE0353
IGCE0381

Mrs. Hemalatha V/AP/Phy
Mr. Veera Jegatheeshwaran J S/ AP/ 
Mech

BE8251/ 
BE8253

Basic Electrical and Electronics Engineering/
Basic Electrical, Electronics and Instrumentation Engineering

New Staff
New Staff

New Staff 1 (EEE)
New Staff 2 (EEE)

IGCE0013
IGCE0380

Mr. Manokaran J/ AP/ECE
Mr. Manickam R/AP/Mech

CE8211/
BE8261

Computer Aided Building Drawing / 
Basic Electrical, Electronics and Instrumentation Engineering Laboratory

IGCE0375
New Staff

Mr. Dinesh S/AP/Civil
New Staff 2 (EEE)



Date Day Dec-19 Otr* I YR Remarks Date Day Jan-20 Otr* I YR Remarks

01.12.2019 Sunday 01.01.2020 Wednesday New Year

02.12.2019 Monday HOD'S MEETING 02.01.2020 Thursday UNIT TEST -I D13

03.12.2019 Tuesday 03.01.2020 Friday UNIT TEST -I D14

04.12.2019 Wednesday 04.01.2020 Saturday

05.12.2019 Thursday 05.01.2020 Sunday

06.12.2019 Friday 06.01.2020 Monday D15 D1 REOPEN:II SEM (UG&PG)

07.12.2019 Saturday 07.01.2020 Tuesday Result Analysis Meeting -I D16 D2

08.12.2019 Sunday 08.01.2020 Wednesday D17 D3

09.12.2019 Monday HOD'S MEETING 09.01.2020 Thursday D18 D4

10.12.2019 Tuesday 10.01.2020 Friday Tamil Mandram Program D19 D5

11.12.2019 Wednesday 11.01.2020 Saturday D20 D6

12.12.2019 Thursday 12.01.2020 Sunday

13.12.2019 Friday 13.01.2020 Monday D21 D7 HOD'S MEETING

 ACADEMIC CALENDAR 2019-20- EVEN SEMESTER

                                  

                               VicePrincipal

                                                                

PRINCIPAL

13.12.2019 Friday 13.01.2020 Monday D21 D7 HOD'S MEETING

14.12.2019 Saturday 14.01.2020 Tuesday PONGAL

15.12.2019 Sunday 15.01.2020 Wednesday PONGAL

16.12.2019 Monday REOPEN:IV,VI&VIII SEM D1 HOD'S MEETING 16.01.2020 Thursday PONGAL

17.12.2019 Tuesday D2 17.01.2020 Friday PONGAL

18.12.2019 Wednesday D3 18.01.2020 Saturday

19.12.2019 Thursday D4 19.01.2020 Sunday

20.12.2019 Friday D5 20.01.2020 Monday D22 D8

21.12.2019 Saturday 21.01.2020 Tuesday COMPLETION OF II UNIT D23 D9 Feedback from students

22.12.2019 Sunday 22.01.2020 Wednesday UNIT TEST -II D24 D10 COMPLETION OF I UNIT

23.12.2019 Monday D6 HOD'S MEETING 23.01.2020 Thursday UNIT TEST -II D25 D11 UNIT TEST -I

24.12.2019 Tuesday D7 24.01.2020 Friday UNIT TEST -II D26 D12 UNIT TEST -I

25.12.2019 Wednesday CHRISTMAS 25.01.2020 Saturday Wednesday Order D27 D13 PARENT'S MEETING/UT-I

26.12.2019 Thursday D8 26.01.2020 Sunday REPUBLIC DAY

27.12.2019 Friday Feedback from students D9 27.01.2020 Monday D28 D14

28.12.2019 Saturday PARENT'S MEETING I D10 28.01.2020 Tuesday Result Analysis Meeting -II D29 D15 Result Analysis Meeting -I

29.12.2019 Sunday 29.01.2020 Wednesday CSE Symposium D30 D16

30.12.2019 Monday COMPLETION OF I UNIT D11 HOD'S MEETING 30.01.2020 Thursday Mechanical Symposium D31 D17 NSS Camp-Day1

31.12.2019 Tuesday UNIT TEST -I D12 31.01.2020 Friday EEE Symposium D32 D18 NSS Camp-Day2

                                  

                               VicePrincipal

                                                                

PRINCIPAL



Date Day Feb-20 Otr* I YR Remarks Date Day Mar-20 Otr* I YR Remarks

01.02.2020 Saturday Wednesday Order D33 D19 NSS Camp-Day3 01.03.2020 Sunday

02.02.2020 Sunday Blood Donation NSS Camp-Day4 02.03.2020 Monday D56 D42 MODEL I

03.02.2020 Monday ECE Symposium D34 D20 03.03.2020 Tuesday Result Analysis Meeting -IV D57 D43

04.02.2020 Tuesday Civil Symposium D35 D21 04.03.2020 Wednesday D58 D44 Feedback from students

05.02.2020 Wednesday COMPLETION OF III UNIT D36 D22 05.03.2020 Thursday D59 D45 Model I Review Meeting

06.02.2020 Thursday MODEL I D37 D23 COMPLETION OF II UNIT 06.03.2020 Friday Feedback from students D60 D46

07.02.2020 Friday MODEL I D38 D24 UNIT TEST -II 07.03.2020 Saturday

08.02.2020 Saturday MODEL I D39 D25 Wednesday Order /UT-II 08.03.2020 Sunday

09.02.2020 Sunday 09.03.2020 Monday D61 D47

10.02.2020 Monday MODEL I D40 D26 UNIT TEST -II 10.03.2020 Tuesday D62 D48

11.02.2020 Tuesday MODEL I D41 D27 11.03.2020 Wednesday COMPLETION OF V UNIT D63 D49 IGNITE 2019

12.02.2020 Wednesday MODEL I D42 D28 Result Analysis Meeting -II 12.03.2020 Thursday Revision subject 1/MODEL II D64 D50

13.02.2020 Thursday D43 D29 13.03.2020 Friday Revision subject 1/MODEL II D65 D51 GRADUATION DAY 2019

 ACADEMIC CALENDAR 2019-20- EVEN SEMESTER

                                  

                               VicePrincipal

                                                                

PRINCIPAL

13.02.2020 Thursday D43 D29 13.03.2020 Friday Revision subject 1/MODEL II D65 D51 GRADUATION DAY 2019

14.02.2020 Friday Feedback from students D44 D30 14.03.2020 Saturday Friday Order/ MODEL II D66 D52 PTM II/ COMP IV UNIT

15.02.2020 Saturday 15.03.2020 Sunday

16.02.2020 Sunday 16.03.2020 Monday Revision subject 2/MODEL II D67 D53 UNIT TEST -IV

17.02.2020 Monday IT Symposium D45 D31 17.03.2020 Tuesday Revision subject 3/MODEL II D68 D54 UNIT TEST -IV

18.02.2020 Tuesday Model I Review Meeting D46 D32 18.03.2020 Wednesday Revision subject 3/MODEL II D69 D55 UNIT TEST -IV

19.02.2020 Wednesday D47 D33 19.03.2020 Thursday Revision subject 4/MODEL II D70 D56

20.02.2020 Thursday D48 D34 20.03.2020 Friday Revision subject 4/MODEL II D71 D57 Result Analysis Meeting -IV

21.02.2020 Friday D49 D35 21.03.2020 Saturday Revision subject 5/MODEL II D72 D58 Wednesday Order

22.02.2020 Saturday PTM- II/  Thursday Order D50 D36 COMPLETION OF III UNIT 22.03.2020 Sunday

23.02.2020 Sunday 23.03.2020 Monday Revision subject 5/MODEL II D73 D59

24.02.2020 Monday D51 D37 MODEL I 24.03.2020 Tuesday Revision subject 6/MODEL II D74 D60 Feedback from student

25.02.2020 Tuesday COMPLETION OF IV UNIT D52 D38 MODEL I 25.03.2020 Wednesday Revision subject 6/MODEL II D75 D61 TELUGU NEW YEAR

26.02.2020 Wednesday UNIT TEST -IV D53 D39 MODEL I 26.03.2020 Thursday D76 D62

27.02.2020 Thursday UNIT TEST -IV D54 D40 MODEL I 27.03.2020 Friday Last Working Day D77 D63

28.02.2020 Friday UNIT TEST -IV D55 D41 MODEL I 28.03.2020 Saturday Model II Review Meeting D78 D64 COMPLETION OF V UNIT

29.02.2020 Saturday 29.03.2020 Sunday

30.03.2020 Monday PRACTICAL EXAM STARTS D79 D65 Revision subject 1/MODEL II

31.03.2020 Tuesday D80 D66 Revision subject 1/MODEL II

                                  

                               VicePrincipal

                                                                

PRINCIPAL



Date Day Apr-20 Otr* I YR Remarks Date Day May-20 Otr* I YR Remarks

01.04.2020 Wednesday D81 D67 Revision subject 3/MODEL II 01.05.2020 Friday MAY DAY

02.04.2020 Thursday D82 D68 Revision subject 2/MODEL II 02.05.2020 Saturday

03.04.2020 Friday D83 D69 Revision subject 2/MODEL II 03.05.2020 Sunday

04.04.2020 Saturday D84 Revision subject 3/MODEL II 04.05.2020 Monday HOD'S MEETING D104 D89

05.04.2020 Sunday 05.05.2020 Tuesday D105 D90

06.04.2020 Monday D85 D70 Revision subject 4/MODEL II 06.05.2020 Wednesday D106 D91

07.04.2020 Tuesday D86 D71 Revision subject 4/MODEL II 07.05.2020 Thursday D107 D92

08.04.2020 Wednesday D87 D72 Revision subject 5/MODEL II 08.05.2020 Friday D108 D93

09.04.2020 Thursday D88 D73 Revision subject 5/MODEL II 09.05.2020 Saturday

10.04.2020 Friday GOOD FRIDAY D89 D74 Revision subject 6/MODEL II 10.05.2020 Sunday

11.04.2020 Saturday D90 D75 Revision subject 6/MODEL II 11.05.2020 Monday HOD'S MEETING D109 D94

12.04.2020 Sunday 12.05.2020 Tuesday D110 D95

13.04.2020 Monday HOD'S MEETING D91 D76 13.05.2020 Wednesday D111 D96

 ACADEMIC CALENDAR 2019-20- EVEN SEMESTER

                                  

                               VicePrincipal

                                                                

PRINCIPAL

13.04.2020 Monday HOD'S MEETING D91 D76 13.05.2020 Wednesday D111 D96

14.04.2020 Tuesday TAMIL NEW YEAR 14.05.2020 Thursday D112 D97

15.04.2020 Wednesday D92 D77 LAST WORKING DAY 15.05.2020 Friday D113 D98

16.04.2020 Thursday D93 D78 Model II Review Meeting 16.05.2020 Saturday

17.04.2020 Friday Theory Exam Starts D94 D79 PRACTICAL EXAM STARTS 17.05.2020 Sunday

18.04.2020 Saturday 18.05.2020 Monday HOD'S MEETING D114 D99

19.04.2020 Sunday 19.05.2020 Tuesday D115 D100

20.04.2020 Monday HOD'S MEETING D95 D80 20.05.2020 Wednesday D116 D101

21.04.2020 Tuesday D96 D81 21.05.2020 Thursday D117 D102

22.04.2020 Wednesday D97 D82 22.05.2020 Friday D118 D103

23.04.2020 Thursday D98 D83 23.05.2020 Saturday

24.04.2020 Friday D99 D84 24.05.2020 Sunday

25.04.2020 Saturday 25.05.2020 Monday RAMZAN HOD'S MEETING

26.04.2020 Sunday 26.05.2020 Tuesday D119 D104

27.04.2020 Monday HOD'S MEETING D100 D85 27.05.2020 Wednesday D120 D105

28.04.2020 Tuesday D101 D86 28.05.2020 Thursday D121 D106

29.04.2020 Wednesday D102 D87 29.05.2020 Friday D122 D107

30.04.2020 Thursday D103 D88 30.05.2020 Saturday

31.05.2020 Sunday

                                  

                               VicePrincipal

                                                                

PRINCIPAL



 
REGULATION 2017  

II SEMESTER 

 

HANDOUTS  
PH8251 – MATERIALS SCIENCE 

 
UNIT I PHASE DIAGRAMS 

 
Solid solutions – Hume Rothery‟s rules – the phase rule – single component system – one-

component system of iron – binary phase diagrams – isomorphous systems – the tie-line rule – 

the lever rule – application to isomorphous system – eutectic phase diagram – peritectic phase 

diagram – other invariant reactions – free energy composition curves for binary systems – 

microstructural change during cooling. 

 
Phase:  

A portion of a system that has uniform physical and chemical characteristics. Two distinct 

phases in a system have distinct physical or chemical characteristics (e.g. water and ice) and are 

separated from each other by definite phase boundaries. A phase may contain one or more components. 

 
A single-phase system is called homogeneous, systems with two or more phases are 

mixtures or heterogeneous systems  
Solvent - host or major component in solution, solute - minor component  
Solubility Limit of a component in a phase is the maximum amount of the component that can be 

dissolved in it (e.g. alcohol has unlimited solubility in water, sugar has a limited solubility, oil is 

insoluble). 
 
Hume-Rothery Rules  

 Formation of substitutional solid solutions between two metals is governed by a set of rules 

known as Hume-Rothery rules

 Size difference between the atoms of solute and the parent metal should be less than 15%.

 The electronegetivity difference between the metals should be small (minimum chemical 

affinity to each other).

 The solubility of a metal with higher valence in a solvent of lower valence is more 

compared to the reverse situation e.g. Zn is much more soluble in Cu than Cu in Zn.

 For complete solubility over the entire range of compositions the crystal structures of the 

solute and the solvent must be the same.
 

PHASE DIAGRAMS  
The pictorial representation of the behavior of two phases or phase structure in a system 

is called phase diagram. Phase diagrams are helpful in predicting phase transformations and 

resulting microstructure. The two variables under consideration are only temperature and 

composition. 



 

The phase diagrams are classified on the basis of the number of components in the 

system. Single component system has unary diagram, two components system have binary 

diagram and three-component system give rise to ternary diagram. 
 

Unary Phase Diagram (one component system of Fe) 

 

In single component system, there is no composition variable. Only variables are 

temperature and pressure. Hence, pressure and temperature are plotted. 

Consider the case of iron (Fe) whose phase diagram is shown below. The diagram 

indicates different phases as a function of temperature and pressure. The gases, liquids and 

solid forms of iron are single phases.  
The boundaries AB, CDE, FDE, GHJ and GHK are phase boundaries for two phase 

equilibrium. Here, D=1 which implied that either temperature or pressure may be varied.  
If we want to maintain two phase equilibrium on these boundaries, then pressure and 

temperature both are required to be changed accordingly.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Unary phase diagram of iron 

 

Three phase boundaries meet at points D and H. These points are known and triple 

points. Here, D=0 and three phase equilibrium exists. As the degree of freedom is zero, i.e., 

system is constraint, neither pressure nor temperature can be varied.  
Crystal forms of iron such as α, γ and δ are obtained at increasing temperatures. α form 

of iron converts to ε form near a pressure of about 15 GPa. 
 

Phase rule  
Component: Components are pure metals or compounds of which the system is made up. 

For example, in copper-zinc brass, copper and zinc are components. Generally, solute and 

solvent terms are used.  
The component, which is in large excess, is called solvent and one, which is in small 

quantity, is called solute. 



 

System: A system may refer to a specific body of a material under consideration. 
 

 

Variables: Variables are the external parameters, which can be varied during the study  
of the system. Example: temperature, pressure, etc. 

 

 

Composition: Compositions are different quantities of components in a system, expressed in 

weight percent or atomic percent. The number of variables required to specify completely the 

composition of the phase is (C-1), where, C is the number of components in the system. 

 

Degrees of freedom: It is the number of independent variables, which can be varied, without 

affecting the system. It cannot be more than the total number of variables 
 

The total number of variables is given by  P (C-1) + 2 

 

Where, P – number of phases; C – number of components; 

 

Gibbs phase rule: It gives the relationship between the number of phases (P), number of 

components (C) and predicts the number of degrees of freedom (F)  
F=C–P+2 

 

The integer 2 represents external variables, namely temperature and pressure. 

 

The number of degrees of freedom (F) of a system is the number of variables, 

which can be changed independently without causing a phase to appear or disappear. 
 

When only one phase is present, then P=1, degrees of freedom is equal to total 

number of variables. Thus, when, number of phases increases degrees of freedom 

decreases. The degrees of freedom cannot be less than zero. 
 

No. of Total number of variables; P(C-1)+2 Degrees of freedom; F = C-P+2 
phases    

1 3 3 (T, P, C) 
    

2 4 2 (T,P) OR (T,C) 
    

3 5 1 (T) OR (P) OR (C) 
    

4 6 0 (nil) 
    

 

Thus, a system cannot have more than four phases in equilibrium. 



 

BINARY ISOMORPHOUSSYSTEM 
 

If a system consists of two components, equilibrium of phases exist is depicted by binary 

phase diagram. For most systems, pressure is constant, thus independently variable parameters are 

– temperature and composition.  
Two components can be either two metals (Cu and Ni), or a metal and a compound (Fe and 

Fe3C), or two compounds (Al2O3 and Si2O3), etc.  
Two component systems are classified based on extent of mutual solid solubility 

(a) completely soluble in both liquid and solid phases (isomorphous system) and  
(b) completely soluble in liquid phase whereas solubility is limited in solid state. 

For isomorphous system - E.g.: Cu-Ni, Ag-Au, Ge-Si,Al2O3-Cr2O3. 

 

Extent of solid solubility in a two element system can be predicted based on Hume-Ruthery 

conditions. If the system obeys these conditions, then complete solid solubility can be expected. 

 

Hume-Ruthery conditions: 
 

- Crystal structure of each element of solid solution must be the same. 

 
- Size of atoms of each two elements must not differ by more than 15%. 

 
- Elements should not form compounds with each other i.e. there should be no 

appreciable difference in the electro- negativities of the two elements. 
 

- Elements should have the same valence.  
An isomorphous system – phase diagram and corresponding microstructural changes.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

C0  = 35 wt% Ni 

At T A = 1320°C: Only Liquid (L) CL = Co ( = 35 wt% Ni) 

At T D = 1160°C: Only Solid ( a) Ca = Co ( = 35 wt% Ni) 

At T B = 1250°C: Both aand L CL = C liquidus ( = 32 wt% Ni here)  
Ca = C solidus ( = 43 wt% Ni here) 

 

THE LEVER RULE 
 

Finding the amounts of phases in a two phase region: 
 

K- Locates composition and temperature in diagram. 
 

L-In two phase region draw the tie line or isother.  
M - Fraction of a phase is determined by taking the length of the tie line to the phase boundary for 

the other phase, and dividing by the total length of tie line 
 

The lever rule is a mechanical analogy to the mass balance calculation. The tie line in the two-phase 

region is analogous to a lever balanced on a fulcrum.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Mass fractions: WL = S / (R+S) = (Cα - Co) / (Cα - CL) 
  

Wα = R / (R+S) = (Co - CL) / (Cα - CL)  
All material must be in one phase or the other: 

Wα+WL=1  
 

Mass of a component that is present in both phases equal to the mass of the 

component in one phase + mass of the component in the second phase: 

WαCα + WLCL  = Co 
 

Solution of these equations gives us the Lever rule. 



 

WL = (Cα - Co) / (Cα - CL)   

Wα = (Co - CL) / (Cα - CL) 
 
 

Co = 35 wt. %, CL = 31.5 wt. %, Cα = 42.5 wt. % 
 

Mass fractions: WL = (Cα - Co) / (Cα - CL) = 0.68 
  

Wα  = (Co - CL) / (Cα - CL) = 0.32 
 
 

 

EUTECTIC PHASE DIAGRAM  
 

A eutectic phase diagram is obtained when the melting points of the two components of 

phase diagram are neither very close nor much different. Only liquid solubility exists in such 

cases. The solid solubility may be negligible or partial. Solid solubility is never zero even in 

an unfavourable conditions. Thus, there are two cases of eutectic phase diagrams, viz. 

 

i) Complete liquid solubility with negligible solubility – Cd-Bi system  
ii) Complete liquid solubility with partial solid solubility – Pb-Sn system.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The phase diagram of Pb-Sn alloy system is shown below. Melting points of Pband Sn 

are 327°C and 232°C, respectively. In the solid α-phase, a very small amount of Sn in 

dissolved in Pb.  
The other solid phase is β in which very small quantity of lead is dissolved in tin.  

Both the components dissolve in each other sufficiently in (α+β) phase.  
Two-phase regions (α+β) and (α+L), (α+β) and L; (α+β) and (β+L) are separated by a 

horizontal line BDE. This line corresponds to a temperature T, known as eutectic temperature. 

Composition at point D is called eutectic composition.  
At this point, the liquid phase L transforms to (α+β) phase during cooling and vice-

versa during heating. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Composition of Sn and Pb at points B, D and E are shown at eutectic 

temperature. These cannot be varied because degree of freedom for three phases in 

equilibrium is zero. 
 

The eutectic temperature and eutectic reaction are called invariant temperature and 

invariant reactions. 
 

In the above phase diagram the different boundaries separating different phases are 

given below: 
 

Boundary CD between L and α+L phases is liquidus I 

Boundary DF between L and β+L phases is liquidus II 

Boundary BC between α and α+L phases is solidus I 

Boundary EF between β and β+L phases is solidus II 

Boundary AB between α and α+β phases is solvus I 

Boundary EG between β and α+β phases is solvus II 

 

Composition of alloys left to the point D are called hypoeutectic alloys, and those to 

the right are known as hypereutectic alloys. 

This means the composition, temperature are fixed. Any change in the above 

parameters, the equilibrium is disturbed. This is Invariant Reaction. The eutectic temperature is 

called Invariant temperature (F = 0). 
 

Eutectoid Phase Diagram  
The eutectoid reaction involves transformation of solid phase into two other solid phases 

on cooling and vice-versa. This is also an invariant reaction. The corresponding temperature is 

called eutectoid temperature and the corresponding composition is called eutectoid 

composition. 



 

PERITECTIC PHASE DIAGRAM 

 

A peritectic reaction - solid phase and liquid phase will together form a second solid phase at 

a particular temperature and composition upon cooling. 

E.g. L + α↔βThese reactions are rather slow as the product phase will form at the boundary 

between the two reacting phases thus separating them, and slowing down any further reaction.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Invarient Reactions 
 

 

Reaction Symbolicequation Example 
   

Eutectic L↔α+ β 
Fe-C,4.27%C, 

1147     C   
   

Eutectoid α↔ β+γ 
Fe-C,0.80%C, 

723     C   
   

   

Peritectoid α+ β↔γ  
   

Monotectic L1↔L2+α 
Fe-C, 0.51%C,1495     C 

 

   



 

Microstructural change during cooling  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Compositional changes require diffusion in solid and liquid phases


 Diffusion in the solid state is very slow. The new layers that solidify on top of the existing 

grains have the equilibrium composition at that temperature but once they are solid their 

composition does not change. Formation of layered (cored) grains and the invalidity of the 

tie-line method to determine the composition of the solid phase.


 The tie-line method still works for the liquid phase, where diffusion is fast. Average Ni 

content of solid grains is higher. Application of the lever rule gives us a greater proportion 

of liquid phase as compared to the one for equilibrium cooling at the same T. Solidus line 

is shifted to the right (higher Ni contents), solidification is complete at lower T, the outer 

part of the grains are richer in the low-melting component (Cu).


 Upon heating grain boundaries will melt first. This can lead to premature mechanical 

failure.
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Note that the center of each grain is rich in higher mp constituent (freezes first), with 

compositional gradient to edge of grain: segregation


 The resulting microstructure is termed a cored structure. On re-heating, GBs will melt 

first, as they are rich in lower mp constituent. This can lead to premature mechanical 

failure!



 

UNIT II FERROUS ALLOYS 
 

The iron-carbon equilibrium diagram – phases, invariant reactions – microstructure of slowly 

cooled steels – eutectoid steel, hypo and hypereutectoid steels – effect of alloying elements on 

the fe-c system – diffusion in solids – fick‟s laws – phase transformations – t-t-t-diagram for 

eutectoid steel – pearlitic, baintic and martensitic transformations – tempering of martensite – 

steels – stainless steels – cast irons. 

 

Ferrous Alloys are those in which iron is the major constituent which include steel 

and cast irons. 
 

IRON-CARBON EQUILIBRIUM DIAGRAM  
Iron-carbon phase diagram describes the iron-carbon system of alloys containing up to 

6.67% of carbon, discloses the phases compositions and their transformations occurring with 

the alloys during their cooling or heating. 

Carbon content 6.67% corresponds to the fixed composition of the iron carbide Fe3C.  
The diagram is presented in the picture:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The following phases are involved in the transformation, occurring with iron-carbon alloys:  
L - Liquid solution of carbon in iron;  
δ-ferrite – Solid solution of carbon in iron.  

Maximum concentration of carbon in δ-ferrite is 0.09% at 2719 ºF (1493ºC) – temperature of the 

peritectic transformation.  
The crystal structure of δ-ferrite is BCC (cubic body centered).  

Austenite – interstitial solid solution of carbon in γ-iron. 



 

It has FCC (cubic face centered) crystal structure, permitting high solubility of carbon – 

up to 2.06% at 2097 ºF (1147 ºC).  
Austenite does not exist below 1333 ºF (723ºC) and maximum carbon concentration at this 

temperature is 0.83%.  
α-ferrite – solid solution of carbon in α-iron. 

α-ferrite has BCC crystal structure and low solubility of carbon – up to 0.025% at 1333 ºF 

(723ºC).  
α-ferrite exists at room temperature.  

Cementite – iron carbide, intermetallic compound, having fixed composition Fe3C. 
Cementite is a hard and brittle substance, influencing on the properties of steels and cast irons. 
The following phase transformations occur with iron-carbon alloys: 

Alloys, containing up to 0.51% of carbon, start solidification with formation of crystals of 

δ-ferrite. Carbon content in δ-ferrite increases up to 0.09% in course solidification, and at 2719 ºF 

(1493ºC) remaining liquid phase and δ-ferrite perform peritectic transformation, resulting in 

formation of austenite.  
Iron-carbon alloys, containing up to 2.06% of carbon, are called steels.  

Alloys, containing from 2.06 to 6.67% of carbon, experience eutectic transformation at 

2097 ºF (1147 ºC). The eutectic concentration of carbon is 4.3%.  
The alloys (carbon content from 2.06% to 4.3%) are called cast irons. When temperature 

of an alloy from this range reaches 2097 ºF (1147 ºC), it contains primary austenite 

crystals and some amount of the liquid phase.  
The latter decomposes by eutectic mechanism to a fine mixture of austenite and 

cementite, called ledeburite.  
All iron-carbon alloys (steels and cast irons) experience eutectoid transformation at 1333  

ºF (723ºC). The eutectoid concentration of carbon is 0.83%.  
When the temperature of an alloy reaches 1333 ºF (733ºC), austenite transforms to pearlite 

(fine ferrite-cementite structure, forming as a result of decomposition of austenite at slow cooling 

conditions).  

Critical temperatures  

Upper critical temperature (point) A3 is the temperature, below which ferrite starts to 
form as a result of ejection from austenite in the hypoeutectoid alloys.  

Upper critical temperature (point) ACM is the temperature, below which cementite starts 
to form as a result of ejection from austenite in the hypereutectoid alloys.  

Lower critical temperature (point) A1 is the temperature of the austenite-to-pearlite 
eutectoid transformation. Below this temperature austenite does not exist.  

Magnetic transformation temperature A2 is the temperature below which α-ferrite is 
ferromagnetic.  

Phase compositions of the iron-carbon alloys at room temperature  
Hypoeutectoid steels (carbon content from 0 to 0.83%) consist of primary (proeutectoid) 

ferrite (according to the curve A3) and pearlite. 

Eutectoid steel (carbon content 0.83%) entirely consists of pearlite. 
Hypereutectoid steels (carbon content from 0.83 to 2.06%) consist of primary 

(proeutectoid)cementite (according to the curve ACM) and pearlite.  

Cast irons (carbon content from 2.06% to 4.3%) consist of proeutectoid cementite C2 

ejected from austenite according to the curve ACM , pearlite and transformed ledeburite 
(ledeburite in which austenite transformed to pearlite). 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

MICROSTRUCTURE OF A HYPOEUTECTOID STEEL  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 The phases in our diagram is Austenite, Gamma, Ferrite, Alpha; this is a two phase region 

Gamma plus Alpha. Alpha plus F e 3 C and Gamma plus F e 3 C. The hypoeutectoid steel 

is a steel less than 0.8. So take a vertical line corresponding to hypoeutectoid steel.




 This will be corresponding to a hypoeutectoid steel and let consider the microstructure at 

A, microstructure at B and then microstructure at C. Corresponding to A. It is a single 

phase Austenite and you have already seen that that will be a single phase Austenite which 

will be a poly crystalline Gamma.


 So, this is a new Alpha phase which is forming and i am showing that them to be forming 

at the grain boundaries. And as we cooled you have seen the Lever Rule, that as you cool 

at a given temperature. The fraction of Alpha phase will be the opposite lever arm and you 

can see that as we are cooling this lever arm representing the Alpha phase is increasing.



 So, as we are cooling and we are approaching this eutectoid, horizontal of 725 more, and 

more Alpha phase will form and then certain amount of Alpha phase will be there when it 

has just hit the 725 eutectoid horizontal.



 

 So, this Alpha phase which has formed. So, this is now Alpha and the remaining original 

phase was Austenite and you have reached, let us say 725. You have also seen that the 

composition of Gamma, the Austenite will face a will follow the Gamma phase boundary 

the composition C Gamma will follow this line; C gamma.


 C Gamma will evolve along this line and C Alpha will evolve along this line the 

composition of the Alpha phase.


 So, you can see when you hit 725, the gamma phase now has a composition of 0.8 weight 

percent carbon. So, this Gamma phase is at 0.8 weight percent carbon and is at 725
0
Celsius 

recall the eutectoid reaction.


 A Gamma phase of 0.8 weight percent carbon, at 725 degrees Celsius on further cooling 

will form Alpha plus F e 3 C and that was our Pearlite; this was the Pearlite.


 But the remaining Gamma whatever is there at 725 degrees Celsius is of the right 

composition 0.8 weight percent carbon and at right temperature 725 degree Celsius for the 

eutectoid reaction to happen.


 So, on further cooling this remaining Gamma will transform into Pearlite through the 

eutectoid reaction. So, at C we will expect a microstructure whatever original Ferrite, 

Alpha which you had formed will remain . These chunks of Alpha will remain, but the 

remaining Gamma will now transform into a mixture of Alpha and F e 3 C, the pearlite.


 Just like it happened in the eutectoid steel only differences in the eutectoid steel the entire 

alloy transformed into this pearlite. In this steel part of the alloy has transformed only into 

the Ferrite phase, the remaining is transforming into this mixture.


 So, this microstructure then is labeled as whatever we see and you can see it in the real 

microstructure. I am drawing of course, a cartoon microstructure, but please access nice 

micro structures are available on the web.


 We distinguish between these, chunky or blocky Alpha and to distinguish that. And they 

have formed also at a different time and by a different mechanism, they formed in the 

Gamma plus Alpha phase field.

 We designate this Alpha by a special objective pro eutectoid to indicate that this was not 

part of the eutectoid reactions.
 

We call it proeutectoid Ferrite or pro eutectoid Alpha. Meaning; it formed before the 

eutectoid reaction and then you have these alternating plates of Alpha and F e 3 C. So, alpha is 

there in that also, but we name this entire mixture and that is we have already named this as 

Pearlite which is a mixture of again Alpha and F e 3 C. This alpha formed during the eutectoid 

reaction, this alpha form before the eutectoid reaction and that is why we give it a designation pro 

eutectoid Ferrite. 
 

So, a hypoeutectoid steel will consist of the microstructure of hypoeutectoid steel 

will consist of proeutectoid Ferrite and Pearlite.  
There, the phase which formed before the eutectic reactions was called a proeutectic 

phase. So, there we use the phase proeutectic, here we are using the phase proeutectoid. 
 

In eutectic which was there in the left in, the single phase which is decomposing, the 

high temperature phase was a liquid phase. So, if a liquid phase decomposes into two solid 



 

phases we call that a eutectic reaction and in the case of Austenite, which is a solid phase 

decomposing into two phases we call that a eutectoid reaction. 
 

So, there we had proeutectic Alpha or proeutectic Beta, here we have proeutectoid 

Ferrite. If we want to find the amount of proeutectoid Ferrite, we should use a Lever Rule on a tie 

line which is just above the eutectoid horizontal. So, if I take this tie line, let me call that P Q.  
C naught will be somewhere less than 0.8. So, it will be between 0.02 and 0.8. So, if we 

want to find out for a general composition C naught, we can write the fraction. So, let us say tie 

line, tie lines should be just above the eutectoid horizontal, just above the eutectoid horizontal. 
 

So, it will be from my composition C naught to 0.8 because Alpha is on the left. So, I am 

taking the right arm. So, this will be 0.8 minus C naught divided by the full arm which in this case 

is 0.8 minus 0.02.  
This will give you the fraction of proeutectoid Alpha and this of course, will depend upon 

the composition C naught. And you can see that add C naught increases the amount of 

proeutectoid Alpha will decrease. So, as we start from 0.02, 0.02 will give you 100 percent 

proeutectoid Alpha because you are at this end. 
 

Move the amount of proeutectoid Alpha will be decreasing, amount of Pearlite will be 

increasing. And at 0.8, we have seen at 0.8 the numerator becomes 0. So, amount of proeutectoid 

Alpha will become 0 and you will have 100 percent Pearlite, which is what we had seen in the 

case of eutectoid steel. 
 

MICROSTRUCTURE OF A HYPEREUTECTOID STEEL  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Steel hypereutectoid means the alloy composition is greater than 0.8 weight percent 

carbon. So, it is on the right-hand side of this 0.8 percent carbon which was the eutectoid steel. So, 

let us take a vertical line, you note in that composition. So, this line represents our hypereutectoid 

steel. 



 

So, we get proeutectoid cementite and then you get pearlite. So, that is the only 

difference. So, here also at a height higher temperature, you will have in the single-phase field, 

you will have austenite called a crystalline austenite. With grains and grain boundaries, but then 

when you enter this alpha gamma plus Fe3C region, you will start having Fe3C forming. So, at a 

temperature somewhere there, you have gamma. Now, the amount of gamma which will form first 

of all remember that, the Fe3C which forms starts forming on the on the grain boundaries. 
 

So, it will transform as you know now. So, below the eutectoid horizontal we try to 
draw the microstructure. So, you have you have these austenite boundaries, I am drawing it in 
dashed line because I want to cover these with the Fe3C. So, Fe3C has formed along these 

boundaries, depending upon the amount of Fe3C which will also depend on the composition. 
 

Whatever austenite was left at 725 degree, on cooling will transform into mixture of 

alpha and Fe3C. So, that is perlite if you look at the amount here again, you can calculate the 

amount of proeutectoid cementite in the alloy and that will be f proeutectoid, 
 

So, the Fe3C fraction will be C naught minus 0.8 divided by 6.67 minus 0.8. And 

generally, in a steel, even in the hyper eutectoid steel it is greater than 0.8, but it is not not much 

greater than 0.8.  
It goes up to a 1 1.2 steels greater than 1.2 percent carbon, generally a will become too 

brittle. So, most engineering alloys will engineering steels will have up to may be 1 1.2 percent 

steel, even if they are hypereutectoid. 
 

DIFFUSION 

 

In pure metals self-diffusion occurs where there is no net mass transport, but atoms 

migrate in a random manner throughout the crystal.  
In alloys inter-diffusion takes place where the mass transport almost always occurs so as 

to minimize compositional differences. Various atomic mechanisms for self-diffusion and 

inter-diffusion have been proposed. Figure presents schematic view of different atomic 

diffusion mechanisms.  
The most energetically favorable process involves an interchange of places by an atom and a 

neighboring vacancy – vacancy diffusion.  
This process demands not only the motion of vacancies, but also the presence of 

vacancies.  
The unit step in vacancy diffusion is an atom breaks its bonds and jumps into 

neighboring vacant site.  
In interstitial diffusion, solute atoms which are small enough to occupy interstitial sites 

diffuse by jumping from one interstitial site to another.  
The unit step here involves jump of the diffusing atom from one interstitial site to a 

neighboring site. Hydrogen, Carbon, Nitrogen and Oxygen diffuse interstitially in most metals, 

and the activation energy for diffusion is only that associated with motion since the number of 

occupied, adjacent interstitial sites usually is large.  
Substitutional diffusion generally proceeds by the vacancy mechanism. Thus interstitial 

diffusion is faster than substitutional diffusion by the vacancy mechanism.  
During self-diffusion or ring mechanism or direct-exchange mechanism, three or four 

atoms in the form of a ring move simultaneously round the ring, thereby interchanging their 

positions. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Diffusion in most ionic solids occurs by a vacancy mechanism. In ionic crystals, Schottky 

and Frankel defects assist the diffusion process.  
When Frenkel defects (pair of vacancy-interstial) dominate in an ionic crystal, the cation 

interstitial of the Frenkel defect carries the diffusion flux. 

If Schottky defects (pair of vacant sites) dominate, the cation vacancy carries the diffusion 

flux. In thermal equilibrium, in addition to above defects, ionic crystal may have defects 

generated by impurities and by deviation from stochiometry.  
The imperfections in ionic materials that influence diffusion arise in two ways:  

(1) intrinsic point defects such as Frenkel and schottky defects whose number 

depends on temperature 

(2) extrinsic point defects whose presence is due to impurity ions of different 

valance than the host ions. 
 
TTT DIAGRAMS, MICROSTRUCTURE AND PROPERTY CHANGES IN FE-C ALLOYS 

 

 Solid state transformations, which are very important in steels, are known to be 

dependent on time at a particular temperature, as shown in figure.

 Isothermal transformation diagram, also known as TTT diagram, measures the rate of 

transformation at a constant temperature i.e. it shows time relationships for the phases during 

isothermal transformation.

 Information regarding the time to start the transformation and the time required to 

complete the transformation can be obtained from set of TTT diagrams.

 One such set of diagram for reaction of austenite to pearlite in steel is shown in figure. 

The diagram is not complete in the sense that the transformations of austenite that occur at 

temperatures below about 550     C are not shown. 



 

Thickness of layers in pearlite depends on the temperature at which the transformation 

occurred. 

If the transformation took place at a temperature that is just below the eutectoid 

temperature, relatively thick layers of α– ferrite and cementite are produced in what is called 

coarse pearlite.  
This is because of high diffusion rates of carbon atoms. Thus with decreasing 

transformation temperature, sluggish movement of carbon results in thinner layers α–ferrite 

and cementite i.e. fine pearlite is produced. 
 

 At transformation temperatures below 550     C, austenite results in different 

product known as bainite.

 Bainite also consists of α–ferrite and cementite phases i.e. transformation is again 

diffusion controlled but morphologically it consists of very small particles of 

cementite within or between fine ferrite plates.


 Bainite forms needles or plates, depending on the temperature of the 

transformation; the microstructural details of bainite are so fine that their resolution 

is only possible using electron microscope.

 It differs from pearlite in the sense that different mechanism is involved in 

formation ob bainite which does not have alternating layers of α–ferrite and 

cementite. In addition, because of equal growth rates in all directions pearlite tends 

to form spherical colonies, whereas bainite grows as plates and has a characteristic 

acicular (needlelike) appearance. Upper bainite, formed at the upper end of the 

temperature range (550      -350     C), is characterized by relatively coarse, 

irregular shaped cementite particles in α–ferrite plates. If the transformation is 

ta ing place at lower temperatures (350      -250     C), the α– 
ferrite plates assume a more regular needlelike shape, and the transformation 

product is called lower bainite.  
Lower bainite is considerably harder than upper bainite. Another characteristic of 

bainite is that as it has crystallographic orientation that is similar to that found in simple ferrite 

nucleating from austenite, it is believed that bainite is nucleated by the formation of ferrite. 

This is in contrast to pearlite which is believed to be nucleated by formation of cementite. 
 

 

Basically, bainite is a transformation product that is not as close to equilibrium as pearlite.  
The most puzzling feature of the bainite reaction is its dual nature.  

In a number of respects, it reveals properties that are typical of a nucleation and growth 

type of transformation such as occurs in the formation pearlite and also a mixture of α–ferrite 

and cementite though of quite different morphology (no alternate layers), but at the same time 

it differs from the Martensite as bainite formation is athermal and diffusion controlled though 

its microstructure is characterized by acicular (needlelike) appearance. 
 

The time-temperature dependence of the bainite transformation can also be presented 
using TTT diagram. It occurs at temperatures below those at which pearlite forms i.e. it does 
not form until the transformation temperature falls below a definite temperature, designated as 

BsB.  
Above this temperature austenite does not form bainite except under external stresses. 

Below BsB, austenite does not transform completely to bainite. The amount of bainite formed 
increases as the isothermal reaction temperature is lowered. By reaching a lower limiting 



 

temperature, BfB, it is possible to transform austenite completely to bainite. The BsB and BfB 

temperatures are equivalent to the Ms and M f temperatures for Martensite. 
 

In simple eutectoid steels, pearlite and bainite transformations overlap, thus transition 

from the pearlite to bainite is smooth and continuous i.e. knees of individual pearlite and 

bainite curves are merged together.  
However each of the transformations has a characteristic C-curve, which can be 

distinguishable in presence of alloying elements. As shown in complete TTT diagram for 

eutectoid steel in figure-18  above approximately 550      -600        austenite transforms 

completely to pearlite.  elow this range up to 450        both pearlite and bainite are formed. 

 inally  between 450       and 210     C, the reaction product is bainite only. Thus bainite 

transformation is favored at a high degree of supercooling, and the pearlite transformation at a 

low degree of supercooling.  
In middle region, pearlitic and bainitic transformations are competitive with each other.  

As explained in earlier section, martensitic transformation can dominate the proceedings 

if steel is cooled rapid enough so that diffusion of carbon can be arrested. Transformation of 

austenite to Martensite is diffusion-less, time independent and the extent of transformation 

depends on the transformation temperature. 
Martensite is a meta-stable phase and decomposes into ferrite and pearlite but this is 

extremely slow (and not noticeable) at room temperature. Alloying additions retard the 
formation rate of pearlite and bainite, thus rendering the martensitic transformation more 

competitive. Start of the transformation is designated by Ms, while the completion is 

designated by Mf in a transformation diagram.  
Martensite forms in steels possesses a body centered tetragonal crystal structure with 

carbon atoms occupying one of the three interstitial sites available.  
This is the reason for characteristic structure of steel Martensite instead of general 

BCC. Tetragonal distortion caused by carbon atoms increases with increasing carbon 

content and so is the hardness of Martensite.  
Austenite  is slightly denser than  Martensite, and therefore, during the phase 

transformation upon quenching, there is a net volume increase. If relatively large pieces are 

rapidly quenched, they may crack as a result of internal stresses, especially when carbon 

content is more than about 0.5%. 
 

Mechanically, Martensite is extremely hard, thus its applicability is limited by 

brittleness associated with it. Characteristics of steel Martensite render it unusable for 

structural applications in the as-quenched form. However, structure and thus the properties can 

be altered by tempering, heat treatment observed below eutectoid temperature to permit 

diffusion of carbon atoms for a reasonable period of time.  
During tempering, carbide particles attain spherical shape and are distributed in ferrite 

phase – structure called spheroidite. Spheroidite is the softest yet toughest structure that steel 

may have. At lower tempering temperature, a structure called tempered Martensite forms with 

similar microstructure as that of spheroidite except that cementite particles are much, much 

smaller. The tempering heat treatment is also applicable to pearlitic and bainitic structures. 

This mainly results in improved mach inability. 

The mechanism of tempering appears to be first the precipitation of fine particles of 

hexagonal ε-carbide of composition about Fe2.4C from Martensite, decreasing its tetragonality. 



 

At higher temperatures or with increasing tempering times, precipitation of cementite 

begins and is accompanied by dissolution of the unstable ε-carbide. Eventually the Martensite 

loses its tetragonality and becomes BCC ferrite, the cementite coalesces into spheres. A 

schematic of possible transformations involving austenite decomposition are shown in figure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Tempering of some steels may result in a reduction of toughness what is known as 

temper embrittlement . This may be avoided by 

(1) compositional control, and/or  
(2) tempering above 575 or below 375, followed by quenching to room temperature.  
The effect is greatest in Martensite structures, less severe in bainitic structures and least 

severe in pearlite structures. It appears to be associated with the segregation of solute atoms to 

the grain boundaries lowering the boundary strength.  
Impurities responsible for temper brittleness are: P, Sn, Sb and As. Si reduces the 

risk of embrittlement by carbide formation. Mo has a stabilizing effect on carbides and is also 

used to minimize the risk of temper brittleness in low alloy steels. 
 

CCT diagrams measure the extent of transformation as a function of time for a 

continuously decreasing temperature. For continuous cooling, the time required for a reaction 

to begin and end is delayed, thus the isothermal curves are shifted to longer times and lower 

temperatures. 



 

Both TTT and CCT diagrams are, in a sense, phase diagrams with added parameter 

in form of time. Each is experimentally determined for an alloy of specified composition. 

These diagrams allow prediction of the microstructure after some time period for constant 

temperature and continuous cooling heat treatments, respectively.  
Normally, bainite will not form during continuous cooling because all the austenite 

will have transformed to pearlite by the time the bainite transformation has become possible. 

Thus, as shown in figure. region representing austenite-pearlite transformation terminates just 

below the nose.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

STEELS 

 

 Steels are alloys of iron and carbon plus other alloying elements.


 In steels, carbon present in atomic form, and occupies interstitial sites of Fe 

microstructure.

 Alloying additions are necessary for many reasons including: improving properties, 

improving corrosion resistance, etc. Arguably steels are well known and most used 

materials than any other materials.
 

Mechanical properties of steels are very sensitive to carbon content. Hence, it is practical to 

classify steels based on their carbon content. 

 

Thus steels are basically three kinds:  
(i) low-carbon steels (% wt of C < 0.3),  
(ii) medium carbon steels (0.3 <% wt of C < 0.6) and  
(iii) high-carbon steels (% wt of C > 0.6). The other parameter available for 

classification of steels is amount of alloying additions, and based on this 

steels are two kinds: (plain) carbon steels and alloy-steels. 



 

Low carbon steels:  
Carbon present in these alloys is limited, and is not enough to strengthen these materials 

by heat treatment; hence these alloys are strengthened by cold work. 

Their microstructure consists of ferrite and pearlite, and these alloys are thus relatively 

soft, ductile combined with high toughness.  
Hence these materials are easily machinable and weldable. Typical applications of these 

alloys include: structural shapes, tin cans, automobile body components, buildings, etc. 
 

Common alloying elements are:  
Cu, V, Ni, W, Cr, Mo, etc. These alloys can be strengthened by heat treatment, and 

yet the same time they are ductile, formable.  
Typical applications of these HSLA steels include:  

Support columns, bridges, pressure vessels. 
 

Medium carbon steels:  
These are stronger than low carbon steels. However these are of less ductile than low 

carbon steels.  
These alloys can be heat treated to improve their strength.  

Heat treatment cycle consists of austenitizing, quenching, and tempering at suitable 

conditions to acquire required hardness. They are often used in tempered condition. As 

hardenability of these alloys is low, only thin sections can be heat treated using very high 

quench rates. Ni, Cr and Mo alloying additions improve their hardenability.  
Typical applications include:  

Railway tracks & wheels, gears, other machine parts which may require good 

combination of strength and toughness. 
 

High carbon steels:  
These are strongest and hardest of carbon steels, and of course their ductility is very 

limited. 

These are heat treatable, and mostly used in hardened and tempered conditions. They 

possess very high wear resistance, and capable of holding sharp edges.  
hese are used for tool application such as knives, razors, hacksaw blades, etc. 

 

STAINLESS STEELS:  
The name comes from their high resistance to corrosion i.e. they are rust-less (stain-less). 

Steels are made highly corrosion resistant by addition of special alloying elements, especially 

a minimum of 12% Cr along with Ni and Mo. 
 

Stainless steels are mainly three kinds: ferritic & hardenable Cr steels, austenitic and 

precipitation hardenable (martensitic, semi-austenitic) steels. 
 

Typical applications include:  
Cutlery, razor blades, surgical knives, etc. 

 

Ferritic stainless steels are principally Fe-Cr-C alloys with 12-14% Cr. They also contain 

small additions of Mo, V, Nb, and Ni. 



 

Austenitic stainless steels usually contain 18% Cr and 8% Ni in addition to other minor 

alloying elements. Ni stabilizes the austenitic phase assisted by C and N. 

Other alloying additions include Ti, Nb, Mo (prevent weld decay), Mn and Cu (helps in 

stabilizing austenite). 
 

By alloying additions, for martensitic steels Ms is made to be above the room temperature. 
 
These alloys are heat treatable. Major alloying elements are: Cr, Mn and Mo. 
 

Ferritic and austenitic steels are hardened and strengthened by cold work because they are 

not heat treatable. On the other hand martensitic steels are heat treatable. Austenitic steels are 

most corrosion resistant, and they are produced in large quantities. Austenitic steels are non-

magnetic as against ferritic and martensitic steels, which are magnetic. 
 

CAST IRONS 

 

Ferrous alloys with more than 2.14 wt.% C are designated as cast irons, commercially 

cast irons contain about 3.0-4.5% C along with some alloying additions. Alloys with this 

carbon content melt at lower temperatures than steels 
 

Hard and brittle constituent presented in these alloys, cementite is a meta-stable phase, 

and can readily decompose to form α-ferrite and graphite. 

Based on the form of carbon present, cast irons are categorized as gray, white, nodular and 

malleable cast irons. 
 

Gray cast iron:  
These alloys consists carbon in form graphite flakes, which are surrounded by either 

ferrite or pearlite. Because of presence of graphite, fractured surface of these alloys look 

grayish, and so is the name for them. Alloying addition of Si (1-3wt.%) is responsible for 

decomposition of cementite, and also high fluidity. Thus castings of intricate shapes can be 

easily made. Due to graphite flakes, gray cast irons are weak and brittle. However they possess 

good damping properties, and thus typical applications include: base structures, bed for heavy 

machines, etc. they also show high resistance to wear. 
 

White cast iron:  
When Si content is low (< 1%) in combination with faster cooling rates, there is no time 

left for cementite to get decomposed, thus most of the brittle cementite retains. Because of 

presence of cementite, fractured surface appear white, hence the name. They are very brittle 

and extremely difficult to machine. Hence their use is limited to wear resistant applications 

such as rollers in rolling mills. Usually white cast iron is heat treated to produce malleable 

iron. 
 

Nodular (or ductile) cast iron:  
Alloying additions are of prime importance in producing these materials. Small 

additions of Mg / Ce to the gray cast iron melt before casting can result in graphite to form 

nodules or sphere-like particles.  
These are stronger and ductile than gray cast irons. Typical applications include: pump 

bodies, crank shafts, automotive components, etc. 



 

 

Malleable cast iron:  
These formed after heat treating white cast iron. Heat treatments involve heating the 

material up to 800-900 C  and keep it for long hours, before cooling it to room temperature. 

High temperature incubation causes cementite to decompose and form ferrite and graphite. 

Thus these materials are stronger with appreciable amount of ductility.  
Typical applications include: railroad, connecting rods, marine and other heavy-duty 

services. 



 

UNIT III MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 

 

Tensile Test – Plastic Deformation Mechanisms – Slip And Twinning – Role Of Dislocations In 

Slip – Strengthening Methods – Strain Hardening – Refinement Of The Grain Size – Solid 

Solution Strengthening – Precipitation Hardening – Creep Resistance – Creep Curves – 

Mechanisms Of Creep – Creep-Resistant Materials – Fracture – The Griffith Criterion – Critical 

Stress Intensity Factor and Its Determination – Fatigue Failure – Fatigue Tests – Methods Of 

Increasing Fatigue Life – Hardness – Rockwell And Brinell Hardness – Knoop And Vickers 

Microhardness. 

 

PLASTIC DEFORMATION 
 

Plastic deformation is a change of the material dimensions remaining after removal of the 

load caused the deformation. Plastic deformations in metals occur by “slip” mechanism  illustrated 

in the picture: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

When the yield stress is achieved one plane of atoms in crystal lattice glides over another. 

Few parallel slip planes form a block, neighboring with another block. Thus movement of the 

crystal planes is resulted in a series of steps, forming slip bands - black lines viewed under optical 

microscope. 
 

Slip occurs when the share resolved stress along the gliding planes reaches a critical 

value. This critical resolved shear stress is a characteristic of the material. 
 

Certain metals (Zn and Sn) deform by a process of twinning, differing from the normal 

slip mechanism, where all atoms in a block move the same distance. In the deformation by 

twinning atoms of each slip plane in a block move different distance, causing half of the crystal 

lattice to become a mirror image of another half. 
 

In polycrystalline material directions of slips are different in different crystals. If a grain 

is oriented unfavorably to the stress direction its deformation is impeded. 
 

In addition to this grain boundaries are obstacles for the Slip movement as the slip 

direction should be changed when it crosses the boundary. 



 

Slip and twinning processes, occurring during plastic deformation result in formation 

of preferred orientation of the grains. If the stress value required for a slip is higher than cohesion 

strength, metal fracture occurs. Stress- strain relations are considered in Tensile test and Stress-

Strain Diagram. 
 

Microscopically, plastic deformation is a result of permanent distortion of lattice by 

extensive rearrangement of atoms within it. There is an irreversible shear displacement of one part 

of the crystal relative to another in a definite crystallographic direction. This process is known as 

slip. Slip follows the path of least energy. It coincides to the direction in which atoms are most 

closely packed. 
 

In a lattice, crystalline array of atoms are having linear imperfection, called dislocation. 

Slip is considered as step-by-step movement of dislocation within a crystal. In well-annealed 

metals, density of dislocation is not high enough to cause such macroscopic deformation. 

Therefore, there must be some mechanism that causes dislocations to multiply to a large number. 

Slip is one of such mechanisms in which dislocations reproduce themselves. 
 

There are two types of dislocations: edge dislocation and screw dislocation. The edge 

dislocation moves across the slip plane in the direction of applied shear force. The direction of 

movement of screw dislocation is normal to the direction of slip step. When slip occurs by 

combination of the two types of dislocations, it results in a curved dislocation. 
 

Another mechanism of plastic deformation that occurs in Certain metals under certain 

circumstances is by twinning. In this process, atoms In each successive plane within a block move 

different distances. As a result The direction of the lattice is altered so that each half of the crystal 

becomes A mirror image of the other half along a twinning plane. In case of BCC structure, 

twinning occurs after some plastic deformation or when stress is applied quickly. 

 

STRENGTHENING MECHANISMS 
 

Martensite platelets attain their shape by two successive shear displacements contained 

in boundaries coherent with the parent phase. The first displacement is a homogeneous shear 

throughout the plate which occurs parallel to a specific plane in the parent phase known as the 

habit plane.  
The second displacement, the lesser of the two, can take place by one of two 

mechanisms: slip as in Fe-C Martensite or twinning as in Fe-Ni Martensite. 
 

Martensite formation occurs in many systems like Fe-C, Fe -Ni, Fe-Ni-C, Cu-Zn, Au-Cd, 

and even in pure metals like Li, Zr and Co. However, only the alloys based on Fe and C show 

a pronounced strengthening effect. 
 

High strength of Martensite is attributed to its typical crystal structure i.e. effective 

Ability of a metal to deform plastically depends on ease of dislocation motion under applied 

external stresses.  
Strengthening by methods of grain-size reduction, solid-solution alloying and strain 

hardening applies for single-phase metals. Precipitation hardening, dispersion hardening, 



 

fiber strengthening and Martensite strengthening are applicable to multi-phase metallic 

materials. 

 

STRENGTHENING BY GRAIN SIZE REDUCTION 
 

This strengthening mechanism is based on the fact that crystallographic orientation 

changes abruptly in passing from one grain to the next across the grain boundary. Thus it is 

difficult for a dislocation moving on a common slip plane in one crystal to pass over to a 

similar slip plane in another grain, especially if the orientation is very misaligned. In addition, 

the crystals are separated by a thin non-crystalline region, which is the characteristic structure 

of a large angle grain boundary.  
Atomic disorder at the boundary causes discontinuity in slip planes. Hence dislocations 

are stopped by a grain boundary  
and pile up against it. The smaller the grain size, the more frequent is the pile up of 

dislocations. A twin boundary can also act as an obstacle to dislocation motion. 
 

A grain boundary can hinder the dislocation motion in two ways: (1) by forcing the 

dislocation to change its direction of motion and (2) discontinuity of slip plane because of 

disorder. Effectiveness of grain boundary depends on its characteristic misalignment, 

represented by an angle.  
The ordinary high-angle grain boundary (misalignment   5     ) represents a region of 

random misfit between the grains on each side of the boundary. This structure contains grain-

boundary dislocations which are immobile. However they group together within the boundary 

to form a step or grain boundary ledge.  
These ledges can act as effective sources of dislocations as the stress at end of slip plane 

may trigger new dislocations in adjacent grains. Small angle grain boundaries (misalignment < 

1     ) are considered to be composed of a regular array of dislocations, and are not effective in 

blocking dislocations.  
With decrease in grain size, the mean distance of a dislocation can travel decreases, and 

soon starts pile up of dislocations at grain boundaries. This leads to increase in yield strength 

of the material. E.O.Hall and N.J.Petch have derived the following relation, famously known 

as Hall-Petch relation, between yield strength (σy) and grain size (d): 
 

ζ y = σ i + kd 
−1 2

 
  

where σi is the „friction stress‟  representing the overall resistance of the crystal lattice to 

dislocation movement, k is the „loc ing parameter‟ that measures the relative hardening 

contribution of the grain boundaries and d is the average grain diameter.  
Friction stress is interpreted as the stress needed to move unlocked dislocations along 

the slip plane. It depends strongly on temperature, strain, alloy and impurity content. Locking 

parameter is known to be independent of temperature. Thus friction stress and locking 

parameters are constants for particular material. 
 
 

Grain size is usually measured using a light microscope to observe a polished specimen 

by counting the number of grains within a given area, by determining the number of grains that 

intersect a given length of random line, or by comparing with standard-grain- 



 

size charts. If d is average grain diameter, Sv is grain boundary area per unit volume, NL is 
 

mean number of intercepts of grain boundaries per unit length of test line, NA is number of 
grains per unit area on a polished surface; the all these are related as follows:  
 

 

Sv = 2N L , d = 
3 

= 
3 
and d =  

6 
    

 
S
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Another common method of measuring the grain size is by comparing the grains at a fixed 
magnification with standard grain size charts. Charts are coded with ASTM grain size number, G, 

and is related with na – number of grains per mm
2

 at 1X magnification as 
 

G = −2.9542 + 1.4427 ln na 
 

G represents number of grains per square inch (645 mm
2

) at a magnification of 100X is equal 

to 2
G-1

. Higher the ASTM grain number, smaller is the grain diameter. 
 

SOLID SOLUTION STRENGTHENING 
 

Adding atoms of another element that those occupy interstitial or substitutional 

positions in parent lattice increases the strength of parent material. This is because stress fields 

generated around the solute atoms interact with the stress fields of a moving dislocation, 

thereby increasing the stress required for plastic deformation i.e. the impurity atoms cause 

lattice strain which can "anchor" dislocations.  
This occurs when the strain caused by the alloying element compensates that of the 

dislocation, thus achieving a state of low potential energy.  
Since solid-solution alloy additions affect the entire stress-strain curve, it can be said 

that solute atoms have more influence on the frictional resistance to dislocation motion than on 

the static locking of dislocations.  
Pure metals are almost always softer than their alloys. Solute strengthening 

effectiveness depends on two factors – size difference between solute and parent atoms, and 

concentration of solute atoms. 
 

Solute atoms are two categories with respect to their relative strengthening effect –  
(1) those produce non-spherical distortions, such as most interstitial atoms, have a relative 

strengthening effect per unit concentration of about three times their shear modulus,  
(2) those produce spherical distortion, such as substitutional atoms, have a relative 

strengthening of about G/10. 
 

Solute atoms interact with dislocations in many ways, namely: elastic interaction; 

modulus interaction; stacking-fault interaction; electrical interaction; short-range order 

interaction; and long-range order interaction.  
Elastic, modulus, and long-range order interactions are of long-range i.e. they are  

relatively insensitive to temperature and continue to act about 0.6 Tm where Tm is the melting 
temperature in absolute Kelvin degrees. 



 

During loading the load increases steadily with elastic strain, drops suddenly at the 

upper yield point where plastic deformation gets initiated. Continued deformation fluctuates 

slightly about some constant stress value – lower yield point. 

Subsequently stress increase with increasing strain. Elongation that occurs at constant 

load is called the yield -point elongation. Yield strength for metals with this phenomenon is 

taken as average of lower yield point, thus it is not necessary to employ strain offset method. 
 

A schematic picture in figure presents the exaggerated version of yield-point phenomenon.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

. 
 

At the upper yield point, deformed part of metal forms a discrete band usually visible 

to eye at a stress concentration. Many bands may form at the same time at different stress 

concentration sites.  
Each band then propagates along the length of the specimen, causing yield-point 

elongation. These bands are called Lüders bands / Hartmann lines / stretcher stains, and 

generally are approximately 45 to the tensile axis.  
Occurrence of yield point is associated with presence of small amounts of interstitial 

or substitutional impurities. It‟s been found that either unloc ing of dislocations by a high 

stress for the case of strong pinning or generation of new dislocations are the reasons for yield-

point phenomenon. Thus when the dislocation line is pulled free from the influence of solute 

atoms, slip can occur at a lower stress. 
 
 

 

STRAIN HARDENING 
 

Two most important industrial processes used to harden metals or alloys are: strain 

hardening and heat treatment. Strain hardening is used for hardening/strengthening materials 

that are not responsive to heat treatment.  
The phenomenon where ductile metals become stronger and harder when they are 

deformed plastically is called strain hardening or work hardening. 



 

 

Intensity of strain hardening can be gaged from the slope of the flow curve, defined 

by the parameter strain hardening exponent, n. It is measure of the ability of a metal to strain 

harden. For a given amount of plastic strain, higher the value of n, greater is the strain 

hardening. 
 

Strain hardening is used commercially to enhance the mechanical properties of 

metals during fabrication procedures. In addition to mechanical properties, physical properties 

of a material also changes during cold working.  
There is usually a small decrease in density, an appreciable decrease in electrical 

conductivity, small increase in thermal coefficient of expansion and increased chemical 

reactivity (decrease in corrosion resistance). 
 

The cold worked state is a condition of higher internal energy than the un-deformed 

metal. Although cold worked dislocation cell structure is mechanically stable, it is not 

thermodynamically stable.  
With increase in temperature state becomes more unstable, eventually reverts to 

strain-free condition. This process of heating to attain strain-free condition is called annealing 

heat treatment where effects of strain hardening may be removed.  
Annealing process can be divided into three distinct processes: recovery, 

recrystallization and grain growth.  
All these steps of the heat treatment process are explained in next section. It is usual 

industrial practice to use alternate cycles of strain hardening and annealing to deform most 

metals to a very great extent. 
 

PRECIPITATION HARDENING AND DISPERSION STRENGTHENING 
 

Small second-phase particles distributed in a ductile matrix can hinder the dislocation 

motion and thus increase the strength of a material.  
Second-phase particles either can be introduced by mixing and consolidation 

(dispersion strengthening) or precipitated in solid state (precipitation hardening). 
 

Precipitation hardening or age hardening is produced by solution treating and 

quenching an alloy. Term „Age hardening‟ is used to describe the process because strength 

develops with time.  
This limits the alloy systems which can be strengthened by precipitation hardening. 

For example: Al-alloys, Cu-Be alloys, Mg-Al alloys, Cu-Sn alloys. If the precipitation occurs 

at normal ambient temperatures, it is called natural aging.  
Some alloy systems needed to be aged at higher temperatures and the process is 

known as artificial aging. Most precipitation hardened alloys are limited in their maximum 

service temperatures. 
 

In dispersion strengthening, hard particles are mixed with matrix powder and 

consolidated and processed by powder metallurgy techniques.  
Here second phase shall have very little solubility in the matrix, even at elevated 

temperatures. Because there is very little solubility, the particles resist growth or over-aging to 

a much greater extent than the second phase particles in a precipitation hardening system. 



 

Theoretically, at least, it is possible to produce infinite number of dispersion-hardened 

systems by mixing finely divided metallic powders and second phase particles (oxides, 

carbides, nitrides, borides, etc). 
 

Dislocations moving through the matrix, which is either precipitation hardened or 

dispersion strengthened, have two alternatives. They can either cut through the precipitate 

particles or bend around and bypass them. Cutting of particles is not possible when there is an 

interface or an abrupt change in orientation. Under such instances, dislocations have to bend 

around them, and bypass. The mechanism involved in this instance is similar to the operation 

of a Frank-Reed source. Stress required to bend a dislocation is inversely proportional to the 

average interspacing (λ) of particles. Effective strengthening is achieved in the bending 

process, when the particles are submicroscopic in size. 
 
 

 

MARTENSITE STRENGTHENING 
 

This strengthening can be achieved in systems where a diffusion-controlled 

invariant transformation can be suppressed by rapid cooling. 

The Martensite strengthening process, thus, basically is a diffusion-less and 

displacive reaction.  
The martensitic phase is formed from the retained high temperature phase at 

temperatures lower then the equilibrium invariant transformation temperature. It occurs by a 

process of lattices shearing.  
Martensite under microscope appears as lenticular plates which divide and subdivide 

the grains of the parent phase. Always touching but never crossing one another.  
The characteristic lenticular shape minimizes the elastic distortion in the matrix.  

These platelets grow at about one-third the velocity of sound. 

This high speed means activation energy for growth is very low, and thus activation 

energy for nucleation determines the amount of Martensite that can form under given 

conditions.  
Barriers to slip are provided by the fine twin structure or the high dislocation 

density. In Fe-C system, carbon atoms are also involved in strengthening. Super saturated 

carbon atoms strain the ferrite lattice, and this strain can be relieved by redistribution of carbon 

atoms by diffusion at room temperature.  
One result is that a strong binding is set up between dislocations and the carbon 

atoms. This hinders the motion of dislocations, thus increasing the strength. 
 

This strengthening mechanism is one of the most common processes used in 

engineering materials. The name basically arises from the phase Martensite that forms in steels 

when they are quenched from the solutionizing temperature. 
 

CREEP 
 

It is well known and observed number of times that shear modulus of a material 

increases with decreasing temperature, and this has a corresponding effect on the flow-stress, 

since the stress associated with a dislocation is always proportional to the shear modulus. 



 

Thus σ/E can be expected to be constant with varying temperature. However, this ratio 

decreases with increase in temperature.  
Since, the dislocation-density contribution of the flow stress is effectively constant, it 

was concluded that there must be a second basic component of flow stress that is temperature-

dependent i.e. 
 

σ σ
*
  σE 

where σ* is thermal component and σE is athermal component of flow stress.  
The flow stress contains a component that responds to thermal activation implies that 

plastic deformation can occur while both the temperature and the stress are maintained 
constant.  

Deformation that occurs under these conditions which is time-dependent is known as 

creep. Creep deformation (constant stress) is possible at all temperatures above absolute zero. 

 

Hence, creep in usually considered important at elevated temperatures (temperatures 

greater than 0.4 Tm, Tm is absolute melting temperature). 
 

 

GENERALIZED CREEP BEHAVIOR 
 

The tensile specimen is subjected to a constant load or stress at a constant temperature. 

 

During the creep test, strain (change in length) is measured as a function of elapsed 

time. Creep test data is presented as a plot between time and strain known as creep curve.  
Figure depicts a typical creep curve. The slope of the creep curve is designated as  

creep rate.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

As shown in the above figure, upon loading the specimen, there is an instantaneous 

deformation (ε0) that is mostly elastic. 

Actual creep curve follows this elastic deformation. Based on the variation of creep 
rate with time, creep curve is considered to be consists of three portions, each of which has its 
own distinctive strain-time feature. 

After initial rapid elongation, ε0, the creep rate decreases continuously with time, and 
is known as primary or transient creep. 



 

Primary creep is followed by secondary or steady-state or viscous creep, which is 

characterized by constant creep rate. This stage of creep is often the longest duration of the 

three modes.  
Finally, a third stage of creep known as, tertiary creep occurs that is characterized by 

increase in creep rate. Creep curve could be represented by the following equation, according 
to Andrade: 
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where ε is strain in time t, and β and k are constants. A better equation is proposed by Garofalo: 
 

ε ε 0   ε t (1 − e−
rt
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where ε0 – instantaneous strain on loading, εt – limit for transient creep, r – ratio of transient 

creep rate to the transient creep strain, ·εs – steady-state creep rate. 
 

It is suggested that during primary creep, material strain hardens thus increases its 

creep resistance. Constant creep rate during secondary creep is believed to be due to balance 

between the competing processes of strain hardening and recovery.  
The average value of creep rate during the secondary creep is called the minimum 

creep rate.  
Third stage creep occurs in constant load tests at high stresses at high temperatures.  

This stage is greatly delayed in constant stress tests.  
Tertiary creep is believed to occur because of either reduction in cross-sectional area 

due to necking or internal void formation.  
Third stage is often associated with metallurgical changes such as coarsening of 

precipitate particles, recrystallization, or diffusional changes in the phases that are present. 
 

For metallic materials most creep tests are conducted in uni-axial tensile mode. 

However, uni-axial compression tests are used for brittle materials to avoid stress amplification 

and corresponding crack propagation.  
For most materials creep properties are independent of loading direction. 

 

The minimum creep rate is the most important design parameter derived from the creep 

curve. It is the engineering design parameter that is considered for long-life applications, e.g. 

nuclear power plant components.  
Figure presents the influence of stress/temperature on creep behavior.  



 

Creep data presented in form of stress-temperature diagrams are termed deformation 

mechanism maps which indicates stress-temperature regimes over which various mechanisms 

operate. 

The chief creep deformation mechanisms are:  
Dislocation glide – involves dislocation moving along slip planes by overcoming 

barrier with help of thermal activation. This occurs at high stresses  ζ/G  10
-2

. 
 

Dislocation creep – involves movement of dislocations which overcome barriers by 

thermally assisted mechanisms like diffusion of vacancies or interstitials. Occurs at 

moderate stresses, 10
-2

  ζ/G  10
-4

. 
 

Diffusion creep – involves flow of vacancies and interstitials under the influence of 

applied stress. Occurs for ζ/G <10
-4

. 
 

Grain boundary sliding – involves sliding of grains against each other. 

 

THE BRINELL HARDNESS TEST 
 

The Brinell hardness test method consists of indenting the test material with a 10 mm 

diameter hardened steel or carbide ball subjected to a load of 3000 kg. 
 

For softer materials the load can be reduced to 1500 kg or 500 kg to avoid excessive 

indentation. The full load is normally applied for 10 to 15 seconds in the case of iron and steel and 

for at least 30 seconds in the case of other metals. 
 

The diameter of the indentation left in the test material is measured with a low powered 

microscope. The Brinell harness number is calculated by dividing the load applied by the surface 

area of the indentation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The diameter of the impression is the average of two readings at right angles and the use 

of a Brinell hardness number table can simplify the determination of the Brinell hardness. 
 

A well structured Brinell hardness number reveals the test conditions, and looks like this, 

"75 HB 10/500/30" which means that a Brinell Hardness of 75 was obtained using a 10mm 

diameter hardened steel with a 500 kilogram load applied for a period of 30 seconds. 
 

On tests of extremely hard metals a tungsten carbide ball is substituted for the steel ball. 

Compared to the other hardness test methods, the Brinell ball makes the deepest and widest 

indentation, so the test averages the hardness over a wider amount of material, which will more 



 

accurately account for multiple grain structures and any irregularities in the uniformity o f the 

material. 
 

This method is the best for achieving the bulk or macro-hardness of a material, 

particularly those materials with heterogeneous structures. 

 

 

VICKERS HARDNESS TEST 
 

The Vickers hardness test method consists of indenting the test material with a diamond 

indenter, in the form of a right pyramid with a square base and an angle of 136 degrees between 

opposite faces subjected to a load of 1 to 100kgf. 
 

The full load is normally applied for 10 to 15 seconds. The two diagonals of the 

indentation left in the surface of the material after removal of the load are measured using a 

microscope and their average calculated. 
 

The area of the sloping surface of the indentation is calculated. The Vickers hardness is 

the quotient obtained by dividing the kgf load by the square mm area of indentation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

F= Load in kgf 
 

d = Arithmetic mean of the two diagonals, d1 and d2 in mm HV = Vickers hardness  



 

When the mean diagonal of the indentation has been determined the Vickers 

hardness may be calculated from the formula. 
 

The Vickers hardness should be reported like 800 HV/10, which means a 

Vickers hardness of 800, was obtained using a 10 kgf force. 
 

Several different loading settings give practically identical hardness numbers 

on uniform material, which is much better than the arbitrary changing of scale with the other 

hardness testing methods. 
 

The advantages of the Vickers hardness test are that extremely accurate 

readings can be taken, and just one type of indenter is used for all types of metals and surface 

treatments. 
 

Although thoroughly adaptable and very precise for testing the softest and 

hardest of materials, under varying loads, the Vickers machine is a floor standing unit that is more 

expensive than the Brinell or Rockwell machines. 

 
 
 

 

ROCKWELL HARDNESS TEST 
 

The Rockwell hardness test method consists of indenting the test material with a 

diamond cone or hardened steel ball indenter. The indenter is forced into the test material under a 

preliminary minor load F0 usually 10 kgf. 
 

When equilibrium has been reached, an indicating device, which follows the 

movements of the indenter and so responds to changes in depth of penetration of the indenter is set 

to a datum position. 
 

While the preliminary minor load is still applied an additional major load is applied 

with resulting increase in penetration. 
 

When equilibrium has again been reach, the additional major load is removed but 

the preliminary minor load is still maintained. Removal of the additional major load allows a 

partial recovery, so reducing the depth of penetration. 
 

The permanent increase in depth of penetration, resulting from the application and 

removal of the additional major load is used to calculate the Rockwell hardness number. 
 
e = permanent increase in depth of penetration due to major load F1 measured in units of 0.002 

mm 
 
E = a constant depending on form of indenter: 100 units for diamond indenter, 130 units for steel 

ball indenter 
 
HR = Rockwell hardness number 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

FATIGUE FAILURE 

 

Many applications exist where a material is subjected to a repeated cyclic stress. 

These materials are found to fail after a large number of applications of the stress even though 

the cyclic stress that is applied is below their yield strength. This mode of failure is termed 

fatigue. 

 

The reason that these materials fail is due to progressive stepwise crack growth 

through the sample. Cracks create stress concentrations that raise the level of stress to a level 

above the yield strength of the material in the vicinity of the crack. Repeated cyclic stresses 

propagate the crack until failure. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

FATIGUE TEST  
 Fatigue Test tells us how long a part may survive or the maximum loads that can be 

applied to prevent failure.
 
Construction  

 This test is carried out R.R.Moore rotating beam fatigue test machine.


 A highly polished machine is mounted on the machine and it is rotated by means of a 

high speed motor.


 A revolution counter attached to the motor counts the number of rotations. A weight is 

suspende from the specimen
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Working  
Initially the upper surface is subjected to tension whereas the lower surfaces is compressed.  
When the specimen revolves after an half revolution, the upper surface is in compression and the 
 
lower surface is in tension. 
 
Results  

(i)Endurance limit  
(ii) Fatigue test 

(iii)Fatigue life 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

DUCTILE FRACTURE 
 

It occurs by a slow tearing of the metal with the expenditure of 

considerable energy. It can be said that ductile fracture in tension is usually preceded by a 

localized reduction in cross-sectional area, called necking. Further it exhibits three stages  
(1) After on set of necking, cavities form, usually at inclusions at second-phase particles, 

in the necked region because the geometrical changes induces hydrostatic tensile stresses, 

 
(2) The cavities grow, and further growth leads to their coalesce resulting in formation of 

crack that grows outward in direction perpendicular to the application of stress, 

(3) Final failure involves rapid crack propagation at about 45
0
to the tensile axis. This 

angle represents the direction of maximum shear stress that causes shear slip in the final 
stage. During the shear slip, crack propagates at a rapid speed around the outer perimeter 
of neck leaving one surface in form of cup, and the other in form of cone. Thus it is known 
as cup-and-cone fracture.  

In this central interior region has an irregular and fibrous appearance, which 

signifies plastic deformation. 
 

Different progressive stages of ductile fracture are shown in figure. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

It has been observed that concentration of nucleating sites had a strong 

influence on ductile fracture as true strain to fracture decreases rapidly with increasing 

volume fraction of second phase particles. In addition, particle shape also has an important 

influence. 

When the particles are more spherical than plate-like, cracking is more 

difficult and the ductility is increased. This is because dislocations can cross slip around 

spherical particles with ease than around plate-like particles thus avoids buildup of high 

stresses. 
 

More details of fracture mechanism can be obtained from fractographic study 

of the fracture surface. At high magnification under microscope, numerous spherical 

dimples separated by thin walls are found on the ductile fractured surface. 
 

This is an indication that surface had formed from numerous holes which 

were separated by thin walls until it fractures. Dimples formed on shear lip of cup-and - 

cone fracture will be elongated attaining parabolic shape which is indication that shear 

failure took place. 
 

The equation indicates that ductility decreases as void fraction increases, as 

the strain-hardening exponent, n, decreases. This is the consequence of change of stress 

state from uni-axial to tri-axial tension. 

 

BRITTLE FRACTURE 

 

 The common mode of fracture is known as brittle fracture that takes place with 

little or no preceding plastic deformation. It occurs, often at unpredictable levels of 

stress, by rapid crack propagation.


 The direction of crack propagation is very nearly perpendicular to the direction of 

applied tensile stress.

 This crack propagation corresponds to successive and repeated breaking to atomic 

bonds along specific crystallographic planes, and hence called cleavage fracture.

 This fracture is also said to be transgranular because crack propagates through 

grains. Thus it has a grainy or faceted texture.

 Most brittle fractures occur in a transgranular manner. However, brittle fracture can 

occur in intergranular manner i.e. crack propagates along grain boundaries.



 
 

 

 This happens only if grain boundaries contain a brittle film or if the grain-boundary 

region has been embrittled by the segregation of detrimental elements.
 

In analogy to ductile fracture, as supported by number of detailed experiments, the brittle 

fracture in metals is believed to take place in three stages – 

(1) Plastic deformation that causes dislocation pile-ups at obstacles,  
(2) Micro-crack nucleation as a result of build-up of shear stresses,  
(3) Eventual crack propagation under applied stress aided by stored elastic energy. 

 
 Brittle fracture occurs without any warning sign, thus it needs to be avoided. Hence 

brittle fracture and its mechanism have been analyzed to a great extent compared to 

ductile fracture.


 Brittle fracture usually occurs at stress levels well below those predicted 

theoretically from the inherent strength due to atomic or molecular bonds. This 

situation in some respects is analogous to the discrepancy between the theoretical 

strength shear strength of perfect crystals and their observed lower yield strength 

values.


 When a crystal is subjected to tensile force, separation between atoms will be 

increased. The repulsive force decreases more rapidly with this than the attractive 

force, so that a net force between atoms balances the tensile force.


 With further increase in tensile force, repulsive force continues to decrease. At an 

instant, repulsive force becomes negligible because of increased separation, which 

corresponds to theoretical cohesive strength of the material. 



 
 

 

Griffith theory 
 

Griffith proposed that a brittle material contains number of micro-cracks which 

causes stress rise in localized regions at a nominal stress which is well below the 

theoretical value.  
When one of the cracks spreads into a brittle fracture, it produces an increase in 

the surface energy of the sides of the crack. Source of the increased surface energy is the 

elastic strain energy, released as crack spreads. Griffith’s criteria for propagation of crack 

include these terms as: a crack will propagate when the decrease in elastic energy is at 

least equal to the energy required to create the new crack surface.  
This criterion is useful in determining the tensile stress which will just cause a 

critical sized crack to propagate as a brittle fracture. 
 

Elastic energy stored under tensile stress will be released as crack propagates. Part 

of this energy is expended in forming the surface of the crack, while the remaining is 

transformed into kinetic energy. 
 
 

This relation holds for specific conditions, and here it is assumed that the plate is of 

infinite width having a through-thickness crack. It is worth noting Fracture mechanics 
 

It is a relatively new section of materials study under mechanical loading 

conditions. Using fracture mechanics concept it possible to determine whether a crack of 

given length in a material with known toughness is dangerous at a given stress level.  
This mechanics section can also provides guide lines for selection of materials 

and design against fracture failures. 
 

 Mode-I corresponds to fracture where the crack surfaces are displaced normal to 

themselves. This is a typical tensile type of fracture.


 In mode-II, crack surfaces are sheared relative to each other in a direction normal 
to the edge of the crack.

 In mode-III, shearing action is parallel to the edge of the crack. To indicate 

different modes, it is normal practice to add the corresponding subscript.

 The above example described is obviously of the mode-I.
 There are two extreme cases for mode-I loading. With thin plate-type specimens 

the stress state is plane stress, while with thick specimens there is a plane- strain 

condition. The plane-strain condition represents the more severe stress state and 
the values of K are lower than for plane-stress specimens.  

The fracture toughness measured under plane-strain conditions is obtained under 

maximum constraint or material brittleness. 





UNIT IV MAGNETIC, DIELECTRIC AND SUPERCONDUCTING MATERIALS 
 

Ferromagnetism – domain theory – types of energy – hysteresis – hard and soft magnetic materials – 

ferrites – dielectric materials – types of polarization – Langevin-Debye equation – frequency effects 

on polarization – dielectric breakdown – insulating materials – Ferroelectric materials – 

superconducting materials and their properties. 

 

Any materials that can be magnetized by an applied by an applied external 

magnetic field is called a magnetic materials. Magnetic materials can be easily magnetized because 

they have permanent or induced magnetic moment in the presence of applied magnetic field. Types 

of magnetic materials  
 Diamagnetic materials



 Paramagnetic materials


 Ferromagnetic materials


 Anti ferromagnetic materials


 Ferrimagnetic materials or Ferrites
 

FERROMAGNETIC MATERIALS 

 

Certain materials like iron, cobalt, nickel and certain alloys exhibit high degree of 

magnetization. These materials show spontaneous magnetization. (i.e) they have small amount of 

magnetization even in the absence of external magnetic field. 

 

This indicates that there is strong internal field within the material which makes atomic 

magnetic moments with each other. This phenomenon is known as ferromagnetism. 

 

PROPERTIES OF FERROMAGNETIC MATERIALS: 

 

 All the dipoles are aligned parallel to each other due to the magnetic interaction between the two 

dipoles.



 They have permanent dipole moment. They are strongly attracted by the magnetic field.



 They exhibit magnetization even in the absence of magnetic field. This property of 

ferromagnetic material is called as spontaneous magnetization.



 They exhibit hysteresis curve.

 

On heating, they lose their magnetization slowly. The dipole alignment is shown in fig.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The susceptibility is very high and depends on the temperature. It is given by 



χ =C/T–θ 
 
[for  T θ;  paramagnetic  behaviour; 

 

for T<θ; ferromagnetic behaviour] 
 
Where   is the  urie constant and θ is the paramagnetic  urie temperature. 

 

ENERGIES INVOLVED IN DOMAIN GROWTH 

 

To study the domain structure clearly, we must know four types of energy involved in the process of 

domain growth. They are 
 

 Exchange energy



 Anisotropy energy



 Domain wall energy



 Magnetostrictive energy

 

Exchange energy (or) magnetic field energy (or) magneto-static energy 

 

The interacting energy which makes the adjacent dipoles to align themselves is known exchange 

energy (or) magnetic field energy. The exchange energy has established a single domain in a specimen 

of ferromagnetic and it is shown in fig. 

 

It is the energy required in assembling the atomic magnets in a single domain and this work done is 

stored as potential energy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Anisotropy energy  
In ferromagnetic crystals there are two direction of magnetization.  

Easy direction and Hard direction  
In easy direction of magnetization, weak field can be applied and in hard direction of 

magnetization, strong field should be applied. For producing the same saturation magnetization along 

both hard and easy direction, strong fields are required in the hard direction than the easy direction. 

 

For example in iron easy direction is [100], medium direction is [110] and the hard direction is 
 
[111] and it is shown in fig. From the fig we can see that very strong field is required to produce 

magnetic saturation in hard direction [111] compared to the easy direction [100]. 



Therefore the excess of energy required to magnetize the specimen along hard direction over that 

required to magnetize the specimen along easy direction is called crystalline anisotropy energy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Domain wall energy (or) Bloch wall energy 

 

Domain wall is a transition layer which separates the adjacent domains, magnetized in 

different directions. The energy of domain wall is due to both exchange energy and anisotropy energy. 

 

Based on the spin alignment, two types of domain walls may arise, namely Thick wall, Thin 

wall (i) Thick wall 
 

When the spin at the boundary are misaligned if the direction of the spin changes gradually as 

shown in fig, it leads to a thick domain wall. Here the misalignments of spins are associated with 

exchange energy. 
 
(ii) Thin wall  

When the spin at the boundaries changes abruptly, then the anisotropy energy becomes very 

less. Since the anisotropy energy is directly proportional to the thickness if the wall, this leads to a thin 

Bloch wall. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Magetostrictive energy 

 

When the domains are magnetized in different directions, they will either expand (or) shrink. 

Therefore there exits a deformations (i.e) change in dimension of the material, when it is magnetized. 

This phenomenon is known as magnetosriction and the energy produced in this effect is known as 

magnetostriction energy.  
The deformation is different along different crystal directions and the change dimension 

depends upon the nature of the material. 



DOMAIN STRUCTURE IN FERROMAGNETIC MATERIALS 
 

Ferromagnetic materials such as iron does not have magnetization unless they have been 

previously placed in an external magnetic field. But according to Weiss theory, the molecular magnets 

in the ferromagnetic material are said to be aligned in such way that, they exhibit magnetization even in 

the absence of external magnetic field. This is called spontaneous magnetization. (i.e) it should have 

some internal magnetization due to quantum exchange energy.  
According to Weiss hypothesis, a single crystal of ferromagnetic material is divided into large 

number of small regions called domains. These domains have spontaneous magnetization due to the 

parallel alignment of spin magnetic moments in each atom. But the direction of spontaneous 

magnetization varies from domain to domain and is oriented in such way that the net magnetization of 

the specimen is zero  
The boundaries separating the domains are called domain walls. These domain walls are 

analogous to the grain boundaries in a polycrystalline material.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Explanation of Hysteresis Based On Domain 

Theory Hysteresis 
 

When a ferromagnetic material is made to undergo through a cycle of magnetization, the 

variation of magnetic induction (B) with respect to applied field (H) can be represented by a closed 

hysteresis loop (or) curve. (i.e) it refers to the lagging of magnetization behind the magnetizing field. 
 

If magnetizing field (H) is applied to a ferromagnetic material and if H is increases to Hmax the 

material acquires magnetism. So the magnetic induction also increases, represented by oa in the fig. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Now if the magnetic field is decreased from Hmax to zero, the magnetic induction will not fall 

rabidly to zero, but falls to „b‟ rather than removed  the material still acquire some magnetic induction 

(ob) which is so called residual magnetism or retntivity.  
Now, to remove the residual magnetism, the magnetic field strength is reversed and increased to 

–Hmax represented as „oc‟ so called coercivi-H) is reduced to zero and the corresponding curve „de‟ is 

obtai curve „efa‟ is obtained.  
We know when the ferromagnetic material is subjected to external field, there is an increase in 

the value of the magnetic moment due to two process. (i) The moment of domain walls (ii)Rotation of 

domain walls.  
When small external field is applied, the domains walls displaced slightly in the easy direction of 

magnetization. This gives rise to small magnetization corresponding to the initial portion of the 

hysteresis curve (OA) as shown in fig. 



Now of the field is removed, then the domains returns to the original state, and is known as 

reversible domains.  
When the field is increased, large numbers of domains contribute to the magnetization and thus 

the magnetization increases rabidly with H. 

Now, even when the field is removed, because of the displacement of domain wall to a very 

large distance, the domain boundaries do not come back to their original position. This process is 

indicating as AB in fig and these domains are called irreversible domains.  
Now, when the field is further increased, the domains starts rotating along the field direction 

and the anisotropic energy stored in the hard direction, represented as BC in the fig. 

Thus the specimen is said to attain the maximum magnetization. At this position, even when the 

field is removed the material posses maximum magnetization, called residual magnetism or retntivity, 

represented by OD in fig.  
Actually after the removal of external field, the specimen will try to attain the original 

configuration by the moment of domain wall. But this moment is stopped due to presence of impurities, 

lattice imperfections etc. therefore to overcome this; a large amount of reverse magnetic field is applied 

to the specimen. The amount of energy spend to reduce the magnetization to zero is called coercivity 

represented by OE in the fig.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

It is the loss of the energy in taking a ferromagnetic specimen through a complete cycle of 

magnetization and the area enclosed is called hysteresis loop. 

 

SOFT AND HARD MAGNETIC MATERIALS 

 

Depending upon the direction of magnetization by external field, and the area of hysteresis, 

magnetic can be classified into two types as, 

 

 

TYPES OF MAGNETIC MATERIALS 

 

Magnetic materials are classified onto two types.  
Soft magnetic materials . 
 
Hard magnetic material 

 

Soft magnetic materials: 

 

Materials which are easy to magnetize and demagnetize are called soft magnetic materials. 

 

Example –pure iron, cast iron, carbon steel, silicon steel. 



Hard magnetic materials: 

 

Materials which retain their magnetism and are difficult to demagnetize are called hard 

magnetic materials. 

 

Example –tungsten steel, cobalt steel, alini, alnico, hypernic 

 

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SOFT AND HARD MAGNETIC MATERIALS  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Soft magnetic materials 
 

 The magnetic materials can be easily magnetize and demagnetize.


 The have high permeability.


 Magnetic energy stored is not high.


 Low hysteresis loss due to small hysteresis loop area.


 Coercivity and retentivity are small.


 The eddy current loss is small due to its high resistivity.


 The domain walls are easy to move. 
They are used in electric motor, generators, transformers, 

 
radar. 

 
relays, telephone receivers, 

 

Hard magnetic materials 
 

 The magnetic materials can not be easily magnetize and demagnetize.


 The have low permeability.


 Magnetic energy stored is high.
 

Large  hysteresis  loss  due  to  large hysteresis loop area.  
 Coercivity and retentivity are large.



 The eddy current loss is high due to its low resistivity.


 The movement of domain wall must be prevented.


 They are used in loud speakers and electrical measuring instruments.



FERRIMAGNETIC MATERIALS - FERRITES 

 

Ferrites 

 

Ferrites are components of iron oxide with oxides of other components. 

 

The general chemical formula is X2+ Fe23+ O42- , where (X2+) is a divalent metal ion such as 

Fe2+, Mg2+, Ni2+, Co2+, Mn2+ 

 

STRUCTURE OF FERRITES 

 

Generally there are two types of structures present in the ferrites. They are 

 

Regular spinal 
 
Inverse spinal 

 

Regular spinal 

 

In regular spinal structure, each divalent metal ion is surrounded by four O2- ions in a 

tetrahedral fashion. 

 

For example in Mg2+ Fe23+ O42-, the structure of Mg2+ is given in the fig (a) and it is called 

A site. 

 

Each Fe3+ (trivalent metal ion) is surrounded by six O2- ions and forms an octahedral fashion 

as shown in fig (a). Totally there will be 16 such octahedral sites in the unit cell. This is 

indicated by B site. 

 

Thus in regular spinal, each divalent metal ion (Mg2+) exits in tetrahedral form (A site) and 

each trivalent metal ion (Fe3+) exits in an octahedral form (B site). Hence the sites A and B combine 

together to form a regular spinal ferrite structure as shown in fig (b). 
 



Inverse spinal  
In this type, we consider the arrangement of ions of a single ferrous ferrite molecule Fe3+ [Fe2+ Fe3+] 

O42-. A Fe3+ ion (trivalent) occupies all A sites (tetrahedral) and half of the B sites (octahedral) also. 

 

Thus the left out B sites will be occupied by the divalent (Fe2+). The inverse spinal structure is shown 

in fig (c). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

PREPARATION 

 

They have the general chemical composition A2+ Fe23+ O42- where A2+ represent a divalent 

metal ion like Zn2+, Mg2+, etc. Ferrities are prepared by sintering a mixture of various metallic oxides 

as follows. 

 

 

1. Suitable of A2+ and Fe23+ O42- in proper proportions are mixed using water or kerosene.  
2. The mixing is done in a blender for several hours. It is filtered.  
3. The filtered material is dried in a hot oven and is then crushed. 

 

4. Next mixture, is pre-sintered in a furnace at 9000c to 11000c for a period of three to fifteen 

hours, in an air atmosphere or nitrogen atmosphere. 

 
5. The pre-sintered material is then ground into a fine powder and mixed with a binder such as 

paraffin wax and a solvent such as water. 

 
6. The mixture is then pressed into the desired shapes by using dies. 

 

7. The last step in the process is to place the ferrite in proper vessel in a furnace and heat it to 

about 1100to 14000c. The binder then evaporates. It is cooled in a controlled manner. 



PROPERTIES OF FERRITES  
Ferrites have net magnetic moment.  
Above Curie temperature, it becomes paramagnetic, while it behaves ferromagnetic material blow 

Curie temperature. 
 
The susceptibility of ferrite is very large and positive. It is temperature dependent and is given by  

 
 
 
 

 

Spin alignment is antiparallel of different magnitudes as shown fig.  
 
 
 
 
 

 

Mechanically it has pure iron character. 

 

They have high permeability and resistivity. 

 

They have low eddy current losses and low hysteresis losses.  

Advantages 

 

1. Efficiency is high and cost is low.  
2. They have low eddy current losses and low hysteresis losses.  
3. Easy to manufacture with great uniformity.  
4. They occupies low volume.  

Disadvantages 

 

1. The main disadvantage of bubble memory is the requirement of a high recording time for 

storing and retrieving the data than the charge coupled device (CCD). 

 
2. It requires the interface circuits. 

 

3. When compared with charge coupled device (CCD) memory the magnetic bubble memory has 

slow access speed. 

 

Applications  
They are used to produce ultrasonic waves by magnetostriction principle. Ferrites are used in 

audio and video transforms. 

 

Ferrite rods are used in radio receivers to increase the sensitivity. They are also used in power 

limiting and harmonic generation. They are used in computers and data processing circuits. 

 

Ferrites are used in paramagnetic amplifiers so that the input can be amplified with low noise 

figures. 



DIELECTRIC MATERIALS 

 

Dielectric materials are electrically non-conducting materials such as glass, ebonite, mica, rubber, 

wood and paper. All dielectric materials are insulating materials.  
Properties  

 Generally, the dielectrics are non-metallic materials of high resistivity.


 The have a very large energy gap (more than 3eV).


 All the electrons in the dielectrics are tightly bound to their parent nucleus.


 As there are no free electrons to carry the current, the electrical conductivity of dielectrics is 

very low.

 They have negative temperature coefficient of resistance and high insulation resistance.
 

 

DIFFERENT TYPES OF POLARASATIONS 
 

Electronic Polarization 
 

Electronic Polarization occurs due to the displacement of positively charged nucleus and 

negatively charged electron in opposite directions by an external electric field. It creates a dipole 

moment in the dielectric. This is called electronic polarization. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

It is proportional to volume of the atoms and is independent of temperature.  
 alculation of electronic polarization(αe): 

Consider an atom of a dielectric material of nuclear charge (Ze). The electrons of charge (–Ze) 

are distributed uniformly throughout the atom (Sphere) of radius R as shown in figure. 
 

With out field  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

With field  
When the atom of the dielectric is placed in an electric field (E), two types of forces are arise. 

(i)Lorentz force: Force which separates electrons and positive nucleus due to applied field. 

(ii)Coulomb force: An attractive force which is produced after separation. 



 
 
 
 
 

 

At equilibrium  
Lorentz force = Coulomb force 

Lorentz force = (charge of the electron) × (intensity of applied Field)  

= (–Ze) (E) ... (2)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

At equilibrium, coulomb force and Lorentz force must be equal and opposite.  
Lorentz force (eqn (2)) = Coulomb force (eqn (5))  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The displacement (d) of electron cloud is proportional to applied field (E).  
Now the two electric charges +Ze and –Ze are displaced by a distance d under the influence of the 

field and form an induced dipole moment which is given by 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Electronic polarization is proportional to volume of the atom. 

 

Conclusion:  
Electronic polarization is independent of temperature. Electronic polarization occurs in all 

dielectric materials. It is proportional to the volume of atoms in the material. 
 

Ionic Polarization 

 

Ionic Polarization which arises due to the displacement of cations (+ve) and anions (-ve) in 

opposite directions and occurs in ionic solids in the presence of electric field, is called ionic 

polarization. 

Example : NaCl, KCl crystal.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Let us assume that there is one cation and one anion present in each unit cell of the ionic crystal 

(Nacl).  
When an electric field is applied let X1and X2 be the distance to which positive and negative ions 

move from their equilibrium positions. 

The Resultant dipole moment per unit volume due to ionic displacement is given by, 

Dipole moment i = Charge × Displacement  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

When the field is applied, the restoring force produced is proportional to the displacement. 





Orientation Polarization: 

 

The orientation polarization is due to the existence of a permanent dipole moment (polar 

molecule) in the dielectric medium. Polar molecules have permanent dipole even in the absence of an 

electric field. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

When an electric field is applied on the dielectric medium with polar molecules, the electric field 

tries to align these dipoles along its field direction as shown in figure. Due to this there is a resultant 

dipole moment in that material and this process is called orientation polarization.  
This polarization depends on temperature. When the temperature is increased, the dipoles are 

aligned in random directions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Space Charge Polarization 

 

The space charge polarization occurs due to the diffusion of ions along the field direction giving 

rise to redistribution of charges in the dielectric. Normally this type of polarization occurs in ferrites 

and semiconductors and it is very small when compared to other types of polarization. 
 



FREQUENCY AND TEMPERATURE ON POLARISAION OF DIELECTRICS 

 

When an alternating electric field is applied across the material, polarization occurs as a function of 

time. 
 
Polarization as a function of time t is given by 

 

P (t) = P [1 –e
(-t/tr)

] 
 

Where P is maximum polarization that occurs due to the static field applied for a long time. tr 

is relaxation time. 

 

FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE 

 

Electronic polarization is the fastest polarization which will complete at the instant the field 

is applied. The reason is that the electrons are lighter elementary particles than ions. 
 
Therefore even for very high frequency applied (in the optical range) electronic polarization occurs 

during every cycle of the applied field. 
 

Ionic polarization is little slower than electronic polarization. Because ions are heavier than 

the electron cloud, the time taken for displacement is large. In addition the frequency of applied field 

with which the ions will be displaced is equal to the frequency of lattice vibration (10 
13

 Hz). 
 

If the frequency of the applied field is less than 10 
13

 Hz, the ions have enough time to 

respond during each cycle of the applied field.  
Orientational polarization is even slower than ionic polarization. This type of polarization 

occurs only at electrical frequency range (= 10
6
Hz). 

 
Space-charge polarization is the slowest because have to diffuse over several atomic distance. This 

process occurs at very low frequencies (10
2
 Hz) as shown in fig. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure explains the four types of polarization at different frequency ranges. At optical 

frequencies (-10
15

Hz), electronic polarization alone present. At -10
13

 Hz range, ionic polarization 

occurs in addition to electronic polarization.  

At 10
6
 to 10

10
 Hz range, contribution due to orientation polarization gets added while at 10

2
 

Hz range, space-charge polarization also contributes. 



It is noted that at low frequencies, all the four types of polarizations occur and total polarization 

is very high. 
 

Total polarization decreases with increase in frequency and becomes minimum at optical 

frequency range. 

 

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE 

 

When a dielectric material is subjected to ordinary conditions of increasing temperature, electronic 

distribution in n the constituent molecules are not affected. 

 

Hence there will be no temperature influence on electronic and ionic polarization mechanisms.  
Therefore electronic and ionic polarizations are practically independent of temperature. 

 

An increase in temperature brings a high degree of randomness in molecular orientation of the 

material. This will affect the tendency of permanent dipoles to align along direction of the field. Hence, 

orientation polarization decreases with increase in temperature. 

 

However in space-charge polarization, increase in temperature helps the ion movement by 

diffusion. As a result it will increase the polarization. 

 

Thus both the orientational and space-charge polarization mechanisms are strongly temperature 

dependent. 
 

DIELECTRIC BREAKDOWN 

 

Definition: When a dielectric material loses its property and permits the flow of a large current, 

it is said to be dielectric breakdown.  
Types of dielectric breakdown: Intrinsic breakdown, Thermal breakdown, Electrochemical breakdown, 

Defect breakdown, Discharge breakdown. 
 

Intrinsic Breakdown 

 

When a dielectric material is subjected to large electric field, a large number of electrons are 

transferred from the valence band to the conduction band. Thus the dielectric material loses its 

insulating property and becomes a conductor. This is known as intrinsic breakdown.  
Further the conducting electrons may collide with the atoms and release some of the valence 

electrons. These electrons may collide with some more atoms and may release more electrons. This 

becomes a chain process resulting in a large current. It is known as avalanche breakdown. 
 

Characteristics 

 

 This type of breakdown occurs at room temperature and low temperatures.


 This requires relatively large electric fields

 This kind of breakdown occurs in the materials.
 

Thermal breakdown 

 

When a dielectric is subjected to an electric field, heat is generation. The generation heat is 

dissipated by the dielectric material. When the amount of heat generation is higher than the amount of 



heat dissipation, the temperature inside like dielectric increases and this causes the breakdown called 

thermal breakdown. 
 

Characteristics: 

 

 This can occur only at high temperatures.


 The Thermal breakdown time is of the order of few milliseconds.

 This requires moderate electric fields.

 It depends on size and shape of dielectric material.
 

Discharge breakdown  
This type of breakdown occurs when the insulator contains occluded gas bubbles. When the 

dielectic is subjected to an electric field, the gas present in the material will be easily ionized than the 

solids.  
The ionized gas particles bombarded with the solid dielectric and produce large ionization current 

called discharge breakdown. 
 

Characteristics  
 This is possible at low voltages where, there are large number of occluded gas bubbles is present 

in the material. 

 The life time of the material depends upon the number of discharge taking place inside the 

material.

 This occurs due to presence of gas bubbles.
 

Electrochemical breakdown 

 

When temperature increases, mobility of ions increases and hence leakage curent also increases. 

This decreases the insulation resistance and finally creates a dielectric breakdown. Hence this type of 

breakdown is called electrochemical breakdown. 
 

Characteristics 

 

 This is used to determine the leakage current, density of ions and dipoles inside the 

material.


 They are accelerated by high temperatures

 This occurs only at low temperature

 This type of breakdown occurs even in absence of elcetric field also.
 

Defect breakdown 
 

If the surface of the dielectric material has defects such as cracks, pores, etc. Moisture and other 

impurities can fill at these places leading to breakdown, this type of breakdown called Defect 

breakdown. 
 

FERRO – ELECTRICITY AND ITS APPLICATIONS 

 

Ferro electricity refers to the creation of large induced dipole moment in a weak electric field as 

well as the existence of electric polarization even in the absence of an applied electric field.  
Crystalline dielectric materials which posses a permanent electric polarization are called 

ferroelectric materials have electric dipole moment even in the absence of any field. Normally they are 

anisotropic crystals which exhibit spontaneous polarization. 



Examples:  
Barium Titanate (BaTiO3) 

Potassium Dihydrogen Phosphate (KDP) 
 

Properties of Ferroelectric Materials :  
 Ferroelectric materials exhibits spontaneous polarization i.e., they are polarized even in the 

absence of electric field.

 They exhibit dielectric hysteresis. The lagging of polarization behind the applied electric field is 

called dielectric hysteresis.

 Above ferroelectric Curic temperature, ferroelectric material becomes para electric 

material.They posses Ferro – electric domain structure. They can be polarized even by very 

weak electric field.
 

HYSTERESIS OF FERROELECTRIC MATERIALS 

 

The ferro electrics are known as non –linear dielectrics. Such materials exhibit hysteresis curve 

similar to that of ferro magnetic materials. The lagging of polarization „P‟ behind the applied electric 

field E is called dielectric hysteresis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

When a ferro – electric material is subjected to external electric field (E) the polarization (P) 

increases with respect to the field applied and it reaches the maximum value „OA‟.  
If now the applied electric field is reduced, the polarization also decreases from a, and when E becomes 

zero a small amount of polarization exists in the material is called spontaneous (or) residual 

polarization. 

In order to reduce the value of polarization to zero, a reversing electric field oc should be applied. 

This field is known as coercive field.  
Thus the variation of P with respect to E traced along the closed path abcdefa in one full cycle of 

polarization and depolarization is called hysteresis or the hysteresis curve. 

Application of Ferroelectric Materials  
 Ferroelectric materials are used to make pressure transducers, ultrasonic 

transducers, microphones and gas filters.

 They are used as memory cores in computers.

 They are used to measure and control temperature.

 Ferroelectric ceramics are used as capacitors to store electrical energy.

 They are used to make very good infrared detectors.

 Rochelle salt is used in devices like microphones, strain gauges, phonograph 

pickups and SONAR devices.

 In optical communication, the ferroelectric crystals are used for optical 

modulation.

 Ferro electric materials are used to produce ultrasonics



 Electrets are also used to bond the fractured bones in human body. 10.They are 

used as frequency stabilizers and crystal controlled oscillators.
 

 

SUPER CONDUCTING MATERIALS 

 

These are the materials that conduct electricity with no resistance. 

 

Properties of Superconductors:  
 At Critical temperature, the following properties are observed.

 The electrical resistivity drops to zero.

 The magnetic flux lines are excluded (ejected out) from the superconductors.

 There is discontinuous change in the specific heat.

 There are small changes in the thermal conductivity and volume of the materials.
 

Critical magnetic field (Magnetic Property) 

 

A very strong magnetic field applied to superconducting material it disappears super conducting 

property this is called as critical magnetic field. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

It is noted that when the temperature of a material increases, the value of critical magnetic field 

decreases. Therefore the value of critical magnetic fields is different for different materials. 
 

Diamagnetic property (Meissener effect)  
If a normal conducting material is placed in a magnetic field of flux density B, the magnetic lines 

penetrate through the material. Now the material is cooled below its transition temperature when T TC 
then the magnetic lines of forces are eapelled out from the material as shown in figure. 

We know that, a diamagnetic material have the tendency to expel the magnetic lines of force.  
Since the superconductor also expels tha magnetic lines of force and it behaves as a perfect diamagnet. 

This behaviour was first observed by meissener and hence called as meissener effect. 
 

Meissener effect. 

 

When the superconducting material is subjected to a uniform magnetic field, under the condition 

T TCand H HC, the magnetic flux lines are excluded from the material. Thus the material exhibits 

perefect diamagnetism. This phenomenon is called as meissner effect.  



Effect of heavy Current 

 

The superconducting property disappears when a heavy current flows, since current flow will set up a 

magnetic field.According to Silsbee‟s rule  for a superconducting wire  the induced current to destroy 

the superconducting property is given by, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Persistence of Current 

 

Persistence current is one of the most important properties of a superconductor. When a current of large 

magnitude is induced in a superconducting ring, the current persisted in the ring even after the removal 

of the field at the temperature below the critical temperature below the critical temperature, such a 

current flows without reducing its strength is known is persistent current.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The superconducting coil with persistent current acts as a magnet. It does not require power 

supply to maintain its magnetic field. 
 

 

Isotope effect : 
 

The presence of isotopes in superconductor change the transition temperature of the 

superconductor. The transition temperature is found to be inversely proportional to the square root of 

the atomic weight of the isotope (M).  
 
 
 
 
 
 

The transition temperature of the heavier isotope is less than that of the lighter isotope. 

 

General properties  
 There is no change in elastic properties, photo electric properties and crystal structure.

 The transition temperature is unchanged with the frequency variation.
 

APPLICATIONS: 

 

 They are used in the transmission of power over very large distances


 They are used in switching devices

 They are used in galvanometer

 They are used in the detection of brain wave activity such as brain tumour, defective cells etc.



UNIT V NEW MATERIALS 
 

Ceramics – types and applications – composites: classification, role of matrix and reinforcement, 
 
processing of fiber reinforced plastics – metallic glasses: types , glass forming ability of alloys, melt 
 
spinning process, applications – shape memory alloys: phases, shape memory effect, pseudoelastic 
 
effect, niti alloy, applications – nanomaterials: preparation (bottom up and top down approaches), 
 
properties and applications – carbon nanotubes: types. 

 

Ceramics: 
 

Ceramic materials are non-metallic inorganic compounds formed from metallic(Al, Mg, Na, Ti, W) 
or semi-metallic (Si, B) and non- metallic (O, N, C) elements. 
 

Based on application classified as: 

 

1. Glasses: containers, windows, mirrors, lenses.  
2. Clay products: structural products (bricks, tiles, sewer pipes) and whitewares (porcelain, 

chainware, pottery, etc.). 

3. Refractories: Thermal insulation.  
4. Abrasives: Diamond, silicon carbide, tungsten carbide, silica sand, aluminium oxide / corundum 

are some typical examples of abrasive ceramic materials. 

5. Cements: construction brick.  
6. Advanced ceramics: heat engines, ceramic armors, electronic packaging, etc. 

 

 

Composites: Classification based on matrix material 

 

There are three main types of composite matrix materials: 

 

Ceramic matrix  
Ceramic matrix composites (CMCs) are a subgroup of composite materials. 

They consist of ceramic fibers embedded in a ceramic matrix, thus forming a ceramic fiber 

reinforced ceramic (CFRC) material. 

The matrix and fibers can consist of any ceramic material. CMC materials were designed 

to overcome the major disadvantages such as low fracture toughness, brittleness, and 

limited thermal shock resistance, faced by the traditional technical ceramics. 
 

Metal matrix  
Metal matrix composites (MMCs) are composite materials that contain at least two constituent parts – 

a metal and another material or a different metal.  
The metal matrix is reinforced with the other material to improve strength and wear. Where 

three or more constituent parts are present, it is called a hybrid composite. 

In structural applications, the matrix is usually composed of a lighter metal such as magnesium, 

titanium, or aluminum. In high temperature applications, cobalt and cobalt-nickel alloy 

matrices are common.  
Typical MMC's manufacturing is basically divided into three types: solid, liquid, and vapor. 

Continuous carbon, silicon carbide, or ceramic fibers are some of the materials that can be 

embedded in a metallic matrix material.  
MMCs are fire resistant, operate in a wide range of temperatures, do not absorb moisture, and 

possess better electrical and thermal conductivity. 



They have also found applications to be resistant to radiation damage, and to not suffer from 

outgassing. Most metals and alloys make good matrices for composite applications. 
 

 

Polymer matrix 

 

Polymer matrix composites (PMCs) can be divided into three sub-types, namely, thermoset, 

thermoplastic, and rubber.  
Polymer is a large molecule composed of repeating structural units connected by covalent 

chemical bonds. 

PMC's consist of a polymer matrix combined with a fibrous reinforcing dispersed phase. They 

are cheaper with easier fabrication methods. 

PMC's are less dense than metals or ceramics, can resist atmospheric and other forms of 

corrosion, and exhibit superior resistance to the conduction of electrical current. 
 

The following are common application areas of composite matrix materials: 

 

 Electrical moldings


 Decorative laminates


 High performance Cookware


 Sealants and gaskets


 Heat shield systems (capable of handling high temperatures, thermal shock conditions 

and heavy vibration)

 Components for high-temperature gas turbines such as combustion chambers, stator vanes 

and turbine blades

 Brake disks and brake system components used in extreme thermal shock environments


 Components for slide bearings under heavy loads requiring high corrosion and wear resistance


 Carbide drills are made from a tough cobalt matrix with hard tungsten carbide particles inside


 Components for burners, flame holders, and hot gas ducts


a) Carbon Fiber-ReinforcedPolymer (CFRP) Composites  
The stable form of crystalline carbon at ambient conditions is graphite 

Carbon fibers are not totally crystalline, but are composed of both graphitic and noncrystalline 

regions 

To obtain high strength, the layer planes of the graphite have to aligned parallel to the axis of the 

fiber in the matrix 

Properties:  
These are having highest specific strength of all reinforcing fiber materials even at elevated 
temperatures  

Carbon fibers are not affected by the moisture or wide variety of solvents  
Applications: 

 Utilized extensively in sports and recreational equipment (fishing rods, golf clubs).

 Filament-wound rocket motor cases, pressure vessels, and aircraft structural components.

 Both military and commercial, fixed wing and helicopters (e.g., as wing, body, stabilizer, 

and rudder components).


b) Glass Fiber-ReinforcedPolymer (GFRP) Composites 

 

The composition of the glass that is most commonly drawn into fibers (sometimes referred 

to as E-glass).  
The surface characteristics of glass fibers are extremely important because even minute 

surface flaws can deleteriously affect the tensile properties. 



Properties:  
 In spite of having high strengths, they are not very stiff and do not display the rigidity that 

is necessary for some applications. 
Applications: 

 Automotive and marine bodies, plastic pipes, industrial floorings and containers


c) Aramid Fiber-Reinforced Polymer Composites 

 

 Aramid fibers are high-strength, high-modulus materials


 They are especially desirable for their outstanding strength-to- weight ratios, which are

superior to  metals. Examples of aramid are Kevlar and Nomex. 

Properties:  
 These fibers have longitudinal tensile strengths compared to other fibers but they are 

relatively weak in compression.

 Even though the aramids are thermoplastics, they are, nevertheless, resistant to combustion 

and stable to relatively high temperature.

Applications: 

 The aramid fibers are most often used in composites having polymer matrices
 

 

Preparation of Metallic Glasses 

 

Principle  
The principle used in making metallic glasses is extreme rapid cooling of the molten metal alloy. This 

technique is called as rapid quenching. 
 

Melt spinning system  
A melt spinner consists of a copper roller over which a refractory tube with fine nozzle is 

placed. The refractory tube is provided with induction heater as shown in fig. The metal alloy is melted 

by induction heating under inert gas atmosphere (helium or argon). The properly super heated molten 

alloy is ejected through the fine nozzle at the bottom of the refractory tube. The molten alloy falls on 

the copper roller which is rotated at high speed. Thus, the alloy is suddenly cooled to form metallic 

glass. In this method a continuous ribbon of metallic glass can be obtained.  



PROPERTIES OF METALLIC GLASSES 

 

Structural properties  
1. They do not have any crystal defects such as grain boundaries, dislocation etc.  
2. Metallic glasses have tetrahedral close packing (TCP).  

Mechanical properties  
1. Metallic glasses have extremely high strength, due to the absence of point defects and 

dislocation. 

2. They have high elasticity.  
3. They are highly ductile.  
4. Metallic glasses are not work-harden but they are work –soften. (work harnening is a  

process of hardening a material by compressing it). 
 

1. Electrical resistivity of metallic glasses is high and it does not vary much with 

temperature.  
2. Due to high resistivity, the eddy current loss is very small.  
3. The temperature coefficient is zero or negative.  

Magnetic properties 

1. Metallic glasses have both soft and hard magnetic properties. 

2. They are magnetically soft due to their maximum permeabilities and thus they can be 

magnetised and demagnetized very easily. 

3. They exhibit high saturation magnetisation.  
4. They have less core losses.  
5. Most magnetically soft metallic glasses have very narrow hysteresis loop with same crystal 

composition. This is shown in fig.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Chemical properties  
1. They are highly resistant to corrosion due to random ordering.  
2. They are highly reactive and stable.  
3. They can act as a catalyst. The amorphous state is more active than the crystalline state 

from the catalytic point of view. 
 

 

CHARACTERISTICS OF SMA 

 

1. Shape memory effect 
 

The change of shape of a material at low temperature by loading and regaining of original shape 

by heating it, is known as shape memory effect. 
 
The shape memory effect occurs in alloys due to the change in their crystalline structure with the 

change in temperature and stress. While loading, twinned martensite becomes deformed martensite at 

low temperature. 



On heating, deformed martensite becomes austenite (shape recovery) and upon cooling it gets 

transformed to twinned martensite (fig.).  
2.SMAs exhibit changes in electrical resistance, volume and length during the transformation with 

temperature. 

3.The mechanism involved in SMA is reversible (austenite to martensite and vice versa.)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

4. Stress and temperature have a great influence on martensite transformation.  
5. Pseudo elasticity  

Pseudo –elasticity occurs in shape memory alloys when it is completely in austenite phase 

(temperature is greater than Af austenite finish temperature).  
Unlike the shape memory effect, Pseudo-elasticity occurs due to stress induced phase 

transformation without a change in temperature. The load on the shape memory alloy changes austenite 

phase into martensite (Fig.). 

As soon as the loading decreases the martensite begins to transform to austenite.  
This phenomenon of deformation of a SMA on application of large stress and regaining of 

shape on removal of the load is known as pseudo elasticity. This pseudo elasticity is also known as 

super elasticity. 
 

6. Hysteresis  
The temperature range for the martensite to austenite transformation which takes place upon heating is 

somewhat higher than that for the reverse transformation upon cooling.  
The difference between the transition temperature upon heating and cooling is called hysteresis. 

The hysteresis curve for SMAs is shown in fig. The difference of temperature is found to be 20-30
o
C,  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Nickel-Titanium Alloys 

 

 The basis of the Nickel-Titanium alloy is the binary, equi-atomic inter-metallic compound 

of Ti-Ni. The inter-metallic compound is extraordinary because it has moderate solubility 

range for excess Nickel or Titanium, as well as most other metallic elements.


 This solubility allows alloying with many of the elements to modify both the mechanical 

properties and the transformation properties of the system.

 Excess Nickel strongly depresses the transformation temperature and increases the yield 

strength of the austenite.



 The contaminants such as Oxygen and Carbon shift the transformation temperature and 

degrade the mechanical properties. Therefore, it is also desirable to minimize the amount of 

such elements.
 

Properties of SMA:  
 The Ni-Ti alloys have greater shape memory strain upto 8.5% tend to be much more thermally 

stable.

 They have excellent corrosion resistance and susceptibility, and have much higher ductility.

 Machining by turning or milling is very difficult except with special tools.

 Welding, brazing or soldering the alloys is generally difficult.

 The material respond well to abrasive removal such as grinding, and shearing.

 Punching can be done if thicknesses are kept small.
 

 

Applications of Shape Memory Alloys 

 

1. Microvalve (Actuators) 
 

One of the most common applications of SMAs is mocrovalves. Fig. shows a microvalve made 

of Ni –Ti alloy actuator. Actuator is a microsensor that can trigger the operation of a device. The 

electrical signal initiates an action. When an electrical current of 50 to 150 mA flows in Ni-Ti actuator, 

it contracts and lifts the poppet from the orifice and opens the valve. 
 
2. Toys and novelties  

Shape memory alloys are used to make toys and ornamental goods. A butterfly using SMA. 

Moves its wings in response to pulses of electricity. 
 

3. Medical field Blood clot filters  
(i) Blood clot filters are SMAs, properly shaped and inserted in veins to stop the passing blood  
clots.  

When the SMA is in contact with the clot at a lower temperature, it expands and stops the clot and 

blood passes through the veins. 

(ii) They are used in artificial hearts.  
(iii) Orthodontic applications  

NiTi wire holds the teeth tight with a constant stress irrespective of the strain produced by the teeth 

movement. It resists permanent deformation even if it is bent. NiTi is non-toxic and non-corrosive with 

body fluid.  
(iv) SMAs (NiTi) are used to make eye glass frames and medical tools. Sun-glasses made from 

superelastic Ni-Ti frames provide good comfort and durability. 

4. Antenna wires 

The flexibility of superelastic Ni –Ti wire makes it ideal for use as retractable antennas. 

5. Thermostats 

SMAs are used as thermostat to open and close the valves at required temperature. 

6. Cryofit hydraulic couplings 

SMAs materials are used as couplings for metal pipes 

7. Springs, shock absorbers, and valves  
Due to the excellent elastic property of the SMAs, springs can be made which have varied 

industrial applications. Some of them are listed here. 

Engine micro valves, Medical stents (Stents are internal inplant supports provided for body organs), 

Firesafety valves and Aerospace latching mechanisms. 



Advantages Of Shape Memory Alloys  
 They are simple, compact and high safe.

 They have good bio –compatibility.

 They have diverse applications and offer clean, silent and spark-free working condition

 They have good mechanical properties and are strong corrosion-resistant.
 

Disadvantages Of Shape Memory Alloys  
 They have poor fatigue properties.

 They are expensive.

 They have low energy efficiency.
 

CLASSIFICATION OF NANOMATERIALS 

 

Nanoparticle: 

 

A solid particle in the 1 to 100 nm range that could be non-crystalline, an aggregate of crystallites, 

or a single crystallite. 
 

 

TOP-DOWN AND BOTTOM-UP PROCESSS 

 

1. Top-down Process 

 

In this processes, bulk materials are broken into nano sized particles as shown in  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

In to-down processes, the building of nanostructures starting with small components like atoms 

and molecules that are removed from a bulk material so as to obtain desired microstructure. 
 

2. Bottom-up Processes 

 

In this processes, nano phase materials are produced by building of atom by atom as shown in.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This processes building larger objects from smaller buildings blocks. Nanotechnology seeks to 

use atoms and molecules as those building blocks.  
This is the opposite of the top-down approach. Instead of taking material away to make 

structures, the bottom-up approach selectively adds atoms to create structures. 



SYNTHESIS TECHNIQUES 
 

Nano materials are newly developed materials with grain size at the nanometre range (10
-9

m) i.e., 

in the order of 1 –100 nm. The particle size in a nano material is in the order of nm. 
 

PULSED LASER DEPOSITION 

 

Priniciple 

 

 The laser pulse of high intensity and energy is used to evaporate carbon from graphite. These 

evaporated carbon atoms are condensed to from nanotubes.
 

Description 

 

 The experimental arrangement of pulsed laser4 deposition is shown in fig. A quartz tube which 

contains a graphite target is kept inside a high temperature muffle furnace.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This quartz tube is filled with argon gas and it is heated to 1473 K. 

A water cooled copper collector is fitted at the other end of the tube. 

The target material graphite contains small amount of nickel and cobalt as a catalyst to nucleate 

the formation of nanotubes. 
 

Working 

 

When an intense pulse of laser beam is incident on the target, it evaporates the carbon from the 

graphite.  
The evaporated carbon atoms are swept from the higher temperature argon gas to the colder 

copper collector. 

When the carbon atoms reach the colder copper collector, they condense into nanotubes. 
 

 

CHEMICAL VAPOUR DEPOSITION 

 

 The deposition of nano films from gaseous phase by chemical reaction on high temperature is 

known as chemical vapour deposition.


 This method is used to prepare nano-powder.



Principle 

 

In this technique, initially the material is heated to gaseous state and then it is deposited on a 

solid surface under vacuum condition to form nano powder by chemical reaction with the substrate. 
 

Description and Working 

 

The CVD reactor built to perform CVD processes is shown in fig. 

 

Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) involves the flow of a gas with diffused reactants 

(substances to be deposited in the vapour) over a hot substrate surface. The gas that carries the reactants 

is called the carrier gas. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

While the gas flows over the hot solid surface, the heat energy increases chemical reactions of 

the reactants that form film during and after the reactions. 
 

The byproduct of the chemical reactions are then removed. The thin film of desired composition 

can thus be formed over the surface of the substrate. 
 

 

PROPERTIES OF NANOPHASE MATERIALS. 

 

Properties of Nanophase Particles 

 

The mechanical, electrical, chemical, magnetic and structural properties of nanophase materials 

change with the reduction in the particle size of the material. 
 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 

 

Variation of physical properties with geometry 

 

Starting from the bulk, the first effect of reducing the particle size is to create more surface sites.  
This in turn changes surface pressure and interparticle spacing. 
 

(i) Interparticle spacing decreases with decrease in grain size for metal clusters. 

For example in copper, it decreases from 2.52 (cluster size –50A) to 2.23A 



The change in inter particle spacing and large surface to the volume ratio in particles have a 

combined effect on material properties. Therefore, the nanophase materials have very high strength and 

super hardness. 
 

Because of the cluster of grains, the nano phase materials are mostly free from dislocations and 

stronger than conventional metals. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

(ii) Melting point reduces with decrease in cluster size. 
 

The melting point of gold in nano phase (Aun) varies as a function of particle size (fig.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The melting point decreases from 1200 K to 800 K when the particle size decreases from 300 A 

to 20 A. 



(iii) Ionisation potential changes with cluster size of the nanograins. 

 

 The electronic bands in metals become narrower when the size is reduced from bulk which 

changes the value of ionization potential.


 Fig. shows the ionization potential and reactivity of Fen clusters as a function of size. Ionisation 
potentials are higher at small sizes than that for the bulk and show marked fluctuations as a 
function of size. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

As an example, the reactivity of small clusters is found to vary by higher orders of magnitude 

when the cluster size is changed by only a few atoms. 
 

MAGNETIC PROPERTIES 

 

Nanoparticles of non-magnetic solids also exhibit totally new type of magnetic properties. 

 

(i) Bulk magnetic moment increases with decrease in co-ordination number 

 

The change in magnetic moment on the nearest coordination number is shown in fig.-0  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. Change in magnetic moment on the nearest coordination number 
 
 
 
 

As the coordination number decreases, the magnetic moment increases with the atomic value 

which means that small particles are more magnetic than the bulk material. 



The magnetic moment of iron (Fe) of nanoparticles is 30% more than that of bulk. At smaller 

sizes, the clusters become spontaneously magnetic. 
 

(ii) The nano-materials shows variation in their magnetic property when they change from bulk 

state to cluster (nano-particle) state. 
 

(iii) Non-magnetic materials become magnetic when the cluster size reduces to 80 atoms. 

 

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 

 

(i) In nanophase materials, the elastic strength is low however, its plastic behavior is high. 

 
(ii) In some nanophase materials, it is noted that there is decrease in hardness when the grain 

size is less than 10 nm. 
 

However for many nano crystalline, pure metals (10 nm), the hardness is about 2 to 7 

times greater than that of large-grained ( 1 μ m) metals. 
 

(iii) Higher hardness and mechanical strength (2-7 times) when grain size reduces from 1  
μm to 10 nm. 

 
(iv) It has very high ductility and super plastic behavior at low temperatures. 

 

 

APPLICATIONS OF NANOPHASE MATERIALS. 

 

Materials Technology  
We can synthesis harder metals having hardness 5 times higher than normal metals using 

nanoparticles. 
 

Stronger, lighter, wear resistant, tougher and flame retardant polymers are synthesized with 

nanoparticles as fillers. They are used in replacement of body parts and metals (bio-materials). 
 

We can produce unusual colour paints using nanoparticles since nanoparticles exhibit entirely 

different optical properties. 
 

Nanophase materials are used in annoelectronic devices such as nanotransistore, ceramic 

capacitors for energy storage, noise filters and stabilizers. The special features of these devices include 

smaller sizes and reduced power losses. 
 

ZnO thermistors are used in thermal –protection and current-controlling devices. 
 

 

Information Technology 

 

Nanoparticles are used for data storage. 

 

Quantum electronic devices have started replacing bulk conventional devices. 

 

Nano materials are used to produce very tiny permanent magnets of high energy products. Hence, they 

are used in high-density magnetic recording. 



Magnetic devices made of Cu-Fe alloy are used in RAM, READ / WRITE heads and sensors. 

 

Quantum dots, quantum wells and quantum wires are mainly produced from semiconductor 

nanomaterials. Hence, they are used in computer storage (memory) devices. 
 

Biomedicals 

 

Biosensitive nanoparticles are used for tagging of DNA and DNA chips. 

 

Controlled drug delivery is possible using nanotechnology. Diffusion of medicine through nanoporous 

polymer reservoir as per the requirement is very useful in controlling the disease. 
 

Nanostructured ceramics readily interact with bone cells and bence finds applications as an implant 

material.  
Energy storage 

 

Since the hydrogen absorbing capability increases with decrese of size of nanoparticles, nanoparticles 

of Ni, Pd and Pt are useful in hydrogen storage devices. 
 

Metal nanoparticles are very useful in fabrication of ionic batteries. 

 

Optical devices 

 

Nanoparticulate zinc oxide is used to manufacture effective Sunscreens. 

 

Nanoparticles are used in the coatings for eye glasses to protect from scratch or breakage. 

 

Transmission lines  
Nanophase materials are used in the fabrication of signal processing elements such as filters, delay 

lines, switches etc. 
 

Nanomicro-Electro Mechanical Systems (Nano MEMS) have direct implications on integrated 

circuits, optical switches, pressure sensors and mass sensors. 
 

Molecular Nano-Technology (MNT) is aimed to develop robotic machines, called assemblers on a 

molecular scale, molecular-size power sources and batteries. 
 

Underwater nanosensor networks are used to detect the movement of ships in an efficient manner 

with faster response. They can also detect chemical, biological or radiological materials in cargo 

containers. 
 

CARBON NANOTUBES 
 

 Carbon nanotubes are cylinders made of pure carbon with diameters of 1 to 50 nanometers. 

However, they may be up to approximately 10 micrometers long.


 Pure elemental carbon exists as diamond or graphite. In diamond, each carbon is covalently 

linked to four others forming a 3-D tetrahedral lattice that is extremely strong.


 In contrast, graphite consists of flat sheets of carbon atoms that form a hexagonal pattern.



 In the sheets of graphite, each carbon atom is covalently bonded to three neighbors and the 

sheets can slide sideways over each other, because there are no covalent linkages between atoms 

in different sheets.


 To form a nanotube, a single sheet of graphite is rolled into a cylinder. The sheets may be rolled 

up straight or at an angle to the carbon lattice and may be of various diameters.

 Depending on the diameter and the torsion, the nanotube may act as a metallic conductor or a 

semiconductor.


 In biotechnology, nanotubes are just beginning to find applications. The critical issue is 

attaching other biomolecules, such as enzymes, hormone receptors, or antibodies, to the 

nanotube surface. One idea is to build biosensors where interaction of, say, an antibody with its 

target antigen will change the electrical behavior of the nanotube. Hence it should become 

possible to generate an electrical signal on detecting hormones, pathogens, pollutants, and so 

forth.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 One way to attach biomolecules is to first modify the surface by adding nonionic detergents, 

such as Triton X100. The hydrophobic portion of the detergent binds to the nanotube surface 

and the hydrophilic region can be used for binding of proteins.


 Alternatively, chemical reagents may be used that react with the carbon surface of the nanotube 

and generate side chains carrying reactive functional groups. Proteins can then be linked 

covalently by reaction with these Figs.


 Creation of devices by combining biological molecules with nanotubes is still in its infancy, but 

progress in this area is likely to be rapid.



APPLICATIONS OF CARBON NANO TUBES: 
 

 They are very light in weight hence they are used in aerospace


 They are used in constructing nano scale electronic devices


 They are used in battery electrodes, fuel cells, reinforcing fibers


 They are used in switching devices
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QUESTION BANK  

PART – A  
UNIT I – PHASE DIAGRAM  

1. What is meant by a solid solution? Give an example.  
2. What is Phase diagram?  
3. State Gibb’s Phase rule. (AU-APRIL 2018)  
4. State degrees of freedom.  
5. What are the degrees of freedom and total variables of a system of two components, when the number of 

phases is one, two, three and four.  
6. Distinguish between substitutional and interstitial solid solutions.  
7. Define the term phase.  
8. What is meant by tie-line rule and lever rule? (AU-APRIL 2018)  
9. Differentiate hypo eutectoid and hypereutectoid alloys.  
10. Define isomorphous system.  
11. Write a note on eutectic reactions.  
12. Define peritectic reactions.  
13. What are eutectoid reactions?  
14. Define peritectoid reactions.  
15. What is meant by unary phase diagram?  
16. What are the uses of phase diagram?  

PART – B  
1. What is a solid solution? Discuss the Hume Rothery’s rule for forming solid solution.  
2. Write a note on substitutional and interstitial solid solutions.  
3. What are the classifications of solid solutions? Give examples for each.  
4. Explain single component system. Discuss in detail about one component of iron.  
5. What is binary phase diagram? Explain in detail about binary isomorphous system and the region 

present in it. (AU-APRIL 2018)  
6. Discuss the micro structural changes on cooling for an alloy (Pb-Sn) in the eutectic system.  

(AU-APRIL 2018) 

 

UNIT –II FERROUS ALLOYS  
PART – A  

1. What is meant by ferrous alloy?  
2. What is pearlite?  
3. Differentiate fine pearlite and coarse pearlite.  
4. What is ledeburite and give its carbon content?  
5. What are the features to be used to distinguish between steels and cast irons? 

6. Define austenite and cementite. (AU-APRIL 2018)  
7. Write a note on microstructure of eutectoid steel.  
8. What are the compositions of low, medium and high carbon steel.  
9. Explain diffusion in solids and mention the role played by diffusion.  
10. State Fick’s law of diffusion. (AU-APRIL 2018)  
11. Define phase transformation and TTT diagram.  
12. What are stainless steels? Why are steels stainless?  
13. What are tool steels? What are the general requirements of tool steels?  



14. What is white and grey cast iron?  
15. Mention few applications of low carbon steel, medium carbon steel and high carbon steel. 

 

PART – B  
1. Draw Iron-iron carbide equilibrium diagram and mark on it all salient temperatures and composition 

fields. (AU-APRIL 2018) 
 
2. Explain the micro structural development for slowly cooled hypereutectoid steel.  
3. With the help of temperature- time- transformation (TTT) diagram of eutectoid  

steel, brief on the microstructure and properties of the following heat treatment process.  
4. What is diffusion? Derive Fick’s First and second law of diffusion equation.  
5. Draw TTT diagram for eutectoid steel and explain bainite and martenstic transformation. (APRIL 2018)  
6. What is steel? State the different types of steel based on carbon carbon content and explain each one of 
 

them in detail.  
UNIT III – MECHANICAL PROPERTIES  

PART – A  
1. What is meant by tensile test? Mention its uses.  
2. Define proof stress.  
3. What is slip? (AU-APRIL 2018)  
4. Define ductility.  
5. What is meant by resilience and toughness?  
6. Explain plastic deformation.  
7. Define endurance limit in fatigue test.  
8. Define creep and creep resistance.  
9. What is minimum creep rate with respect to creep curve and how it is expressed?  
10. Name the four methods of strengthening materials.  
11. Distinguish between ductile fracture and brittle fracture?  
12. What is fatigue? (AU-APRIL 2018)  
13. List out the factors that lead to fatigue failure.  
14. Define hardness.  
15. What is meant by micro hardness test?  
16. What is the type of indenter and the range of load used in Vickers and Knoop micro hardness test?  
17. What is Brinell number. 

PART – B  
1. Explain the various properties obtained from tensile test using stress-strain curve.  
2. Discuss elaborately the four main strengthening methods against plastic yield. (AU-APRIL 2018)  
3. What is fracture? Discuss the different types of fracture.  
4. (i) Write a short note on the different stages in a creep curve.  

(ii) Explain creep resistance materials with their properties.  
5. Explain the mechanism of plastic deformation of metals by slip and twinning.  
6. Explain Griffith’s theory of fracture.  
7. (i) Explain Brinell hardness test with its advantages and limitations.  

(ii) Write a short note on Rockwell hardness test.  
8. (i) Discuss in detail about Vickers micro hardness test with its advantages and Disadvantages.(APR 

2018) 

(ii) Discuss in detail about Knoop micro hardness test with its advantages and disadvantages. (APR 2018)  
9. (i) Distinguish between slip and twinning.  

(ii) List out the differences between ductile and brittle fracture 

 

 



UNIT IV MAGNETIC, DIELECTRIC AND SUPERCONDUCTING MATERIALS  
PART – A  

1. What are the classifications of magnetic materials based on the spin?  
2. What are the types of energy involved in domain theory?  
3. Define retentivity and coercivity. (AU-APRIL 2018)  
4. Define hysteresis.  
5. Define dielectrics.  
6. Why Ferrites are used as transformer core?  
7. Define polarizability and susceptibility of a dielectric matrerial.  
8. What are the types of polarization in dielectrics?  
9. What is meant by relaxation frequency in dielectrics?  
10. Distinguish between active and passive dielectrics.  
11. Differentiate dielectric loss and dielectric breakdown.  
12. Explain the important requirements of insulators.  
13. Mention few uses of dielectrics.  
14. What is piezoelectricity and pyroelectricity?  
15. List the properties of ferroelectric materials.  
16. Define superconductivity.  
17. Define critical temperature and critical field. (AU-APRIL 2018)  
18. Mention the conditions for the material to behave as a superconductor. 

 

PART - B  
1. Explain ferromagnetic domain theory. Briefly explain different types of energy involved in 

domain growth. 

2. Discuss the domain structure in ferromagnetic materials. Show how the hysteresis curve 

is explained on the basis of domain theory.  
3. i) Draw the B-H curve (Hysteresis) for a ferromagnetic material and explain the 

Retentivity and Coercivity fields in the B-H curve.  
ii) Differentiate hard and soft magnetic materials  

4. What are ferrites? Explain the structure of ferrites, properties and its applications.  
5. Derive an expression for Langevin – Debye equation. (AU-APRIL 2018)  
6. Explain the different types of polarization mechanisms involved in a dielectric material.  
7. Explain the frequency and temperature dependence of all types of polarizations in the dielectrics.  
8. Give the detailed discussion on the various types of dielectric breakdown in dielectric materials and 

Give the remedies to avoid the breakdown mechanism. (AU-APRIL 2018)  
9. What is ferro electricity? Explain the hysteresis curve exhibited by a ferro electric material with a 

suitable sketch. Give some examples for ferroelectric materials.  
10. (i) Explain the properties of superconducting materials. 

(ii) Write the applications of superconducting materials. 

 

UNIT V NEW MATERIALS  
PART – A  

1. Define ceramics or ceramic materials.  
2. Name two crystal structures of ceramic materials.  
3. What is a glazing?  
4. List the applications of engineering ceramics.  
5. What is a composite? (AU-APRIL 2018)  



6. What is meant by metal matrix composites? Give one example to each matrix material and 

reinforcements used.  
7. State the advantages of fiber reinforced composites.  
8. What are the refractories and list the main type of them?  
9. What are the factors affecting the strength of a particular composite?  
10. Define Metallic glasses.  
11. What is meant by glass transition temperature?  
12. List the merits of metallic glasses as transformer core materials.  
13. State any four applications of metallic glasses.  
14. What is meant by shape memory effect?  
15. What is pseudo elasticity?  
16. What are the two phases of shape memory alloys? 
 
17 .Mention the advantages and disadvantages of shape memory alloys. 
 
18. What are nanophase materials? Give examples. 
 
19 .State few techniques for synthesis of nano phased materials.  
20. Explain top down and bottom up approach in nano materials?  
21. What is Carbon Nanotube? List out the various forms of CNT. (AU-APRIL 2018) 

22. What are the applications of CNT?  
PART - B  

1. Write a short note on glass ceramics. Give the properties and applications of different ceramics.  
2. Name, explain the properties and applications of any four types of ceramics.  
3. (i) Give the properties and uses of any one fiber reinforced composite and particle reinforced composite. 

(ii) State the law of mixtures in composites.  
4. How are composites classified based on the matrix phase. Compare them based on their 

properties and applications.  
5. What are metallic glasses? Describe the preparation, properties and applications of metallic glasses. (AU-  

APRIL 2018)  
6. What are shape memory alloys (SMA)? Describe the characteristics of SMA and its applications?  

(AU-APRIL 2018)  
7. What are nanomaterials? Explain the properties and applications it.  
8. Describe the method of producing nano materials using Plasma arch method.  
9. (i)Differentiate single wall and multiwall carbon nanotubes. Explain three different 
 

structure of SWNT. 
 

(ii) List the properties and applications of CNT.  
10. Draw the structure of CNT and describe various methods of producing CNT. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 






